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ABSTR1\CT 

Recombinational repair is a widespread mechanism 

for dealing with DNA damage. It is found in both proka

ryotes and eukaryotes which implies that it is an an

cient process which arose early in the evolutionary 

history of life on Earth. In addition, it has been 

implicated as a driving force in the evolution of sexual 

reproduction. In this dissertation I report experimen

tal results which clarify the role of recombinational 

repair in bacteriophage (phage) T4. 

The Luria-Latarjet effect is an increase in resist

ance to DNA damage by phage T4 during infection. It has 

often been assumed to involve recombinational repair, 

but this has never been actually demonstrated. using 

eleven phage T4 mutants, I have obtained evidence that 

the Luria-Latarjet effect is due to three repair path

ways - excision repair, post-replication-recombination

aI-repair (PRRR) and multiplicity reactivation (MR), a 

form of recombinational repair. My results show that 

the Luria-Latarjet effect develops in two stages. The 

first stage starts soon after infection. Damage which 

occurs during the first stage can be repaired by exci

sion repair or PRRR. The second stage appears to start 

after the first round of DNA replication is complete. 

---------_._ .. ---
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Damage which occurs during this stage can apparently be 

repaired by MR as well as the other two repair path\vays. 

I have also transferred the yeast RAD50 gene, which 

is re~lired for recombinational repair, into an E. coli 

expression vector. After demonstrating expression of 

the protein, I used this construct to test for comple

mentation by the RAD50 gene of E. coli and phage T4 

mutants defective in recombinational repair. I was 

unable to demonstrate complementation in five different 

assays. 

Based on the results discussed above and what is 

known about the phage T4 life cycle, I propose a model 

for the Luria-Latarjet effect in phage T4. Further, I 

propose that recombinational repair has been selected to 

ensure progeny phage genomes are packaged with minimum 

damage. Since numerous other viruses also show a 

Luria-Latarjet effect type resistance to DNA damage, I 

suggest that the conclusions from this phage T4 study 

may have wide applicability to other viruses. 

_. _. __ ._--------
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

DNA Damage - A Ubiquitous Problem 

In nearly all organisms, DNA acts as the storehcuse 

of genetic information. Preserving the integrity of 

this information is a problem all organisms must dL'al 

with, presumably since the earliest life began. There 

are two ways information can be lost, through mutation 

or damage. In the case of mutation information is 

changed. This information change is in most cases 

useless or even deleterious to the organism; but occa

sionally it is advantageous and may be maintained by 

natural selection. Damage on the other hand, always 

results in a loss of information and may be lethal to 

the organism or its progeny. 

Organisms which do not maintain the fidelity of 

their genome against damage are faced with two problems. 

First is their own survival. As genomic information is 

lost, the ability to metabolize and otherwise maintain 

structure and activity can be lost. The second problem 

is that of replication. A loss of information can block 

the replication process or be lethal to progeny. 

There are two basic approaches to the problem of 
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information maintenance agai:1st damage - redundancy and 

restoration. organisms which are multiploid protect 

themselves against loss of information through redundan

cy. The loss of one copy may not affect the organism as 

it has other copies available. However as damage con

tinues the chance of all copies being damaged increases. 

Another strategy is to restore (repair) the damaged 

information. 

DNA Repair 

DNA damage repair mechanisms are ubiquitous (see 

Friedberg 1985, for a review). These mechanisms are 

able to restore or replace the information at the damage 

site. To do this the enzymes which perform the repair 

must have access to information indicating what informa

tion is lost at the damage site. This can be found at 

one of three places: at the damage site, in the comple

mentary strand, or in a second, homologous chromosome. 

Some organisms possess enzymes which are able to 

directly reverse DNA damage. That is, they are able to 

recognize a particular damage and directly restore the 

original DNA sequence. Two \o1ell studied examples of 

this are photoreactivation of pyrimidine dimers and 

repair of o6-alkylguanine by methyltransferase. In the 

first, photoreactivating enzyme (DNA photolyase) activi-
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ty has been identified in prokaryotes and eukaryotes 

(Rupert, 1975). DNA photolyase catalyzes a light-de

pendent reaction which monomerizes the cyclobutyl dimer 

formed between two adjacent pyrimidines by UV light. 

The only information used is the recognition of the 

pyrimidine dimer. In the second, methyl transferase re

moves the alkyl group from o6-alkylguanine (formed when 

guanine is damaged by an alkylating agent such as methyl 

methanesulfonate (MMS» leaving the original guanine 

residue in place. These enzymes have been identified in 

bacteria and mammals (Friedberg, 1985, pp. 110-125). In 

each case the enzyme recognizes the abnormal o6-alkyl

guanine base itself and restores the normal guanine base 

by removing the o6-alkyl group. Again, the enzyme needs 

only the information inherent in the damaged nucleotides 

themselves to restore the original DNA sequence. 

Direct reversal mechanisms are limited to repairing 

one type of damage each. For damage which does not have 

a specific reversal mechanism or which so alters the DNA 

that the original sequence cannot easily be identified, 

there are more general repair pathways. Those that rely 

on information in the complementary DNA strand to repair 

damage are called excision repair pathways. Excision 

repair has been studied extensively (see Friedberg, 1985 

for a review). In general, excision repair mechanisms 
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occur in three steps: incision and removal of the dam

aged sequence, gap formation and gap filling. During 

incision the damaged base or bases are removed from the 

DNA strand either by a glycosylase (which cuts the base 

froIT the sugar-phosphate backbone) or an endonuclease 

(which removes the entire nucleotide or the baseless 

sugar left by the glycosylase). Recognition of the 

damage can be specific as in the case of the endonu

cleases found in phage T4 and the bacterium M. luteus 

which are specific for pyrimidine dimers (Lindahl 1982). 

Other enzymes, such as the uvrA protein of E. coli, are 

able to recognize a variety of damaged sites, perhaps by 

using the distortion in the DNA helix caused by the 

damage as a recognition signal (Seeberg and steinum 

1982). 

After incision the resulting single-strand break is 

expanded into a gap by an exonuclease. This gap is then 

filled in by a DNA polymerase (and accessory proteins) 

which is able to accurately restore the damaged bases 

using the information in the complementary strand. The 

newly synthesized nucleotide sequence is finally re

joined to the extant strand by DNA ligase. Thus many 

different types of damage to one strand of the DNA helix 

can be repaired using the information in the complemen

tary strand. 

- -- ----------- -------
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When the damage affects both strands of a DNA 

molecule, the repair pathway must obtain the information 

needed to repair the damage from a second, homologous, 

DNA molecule. Repair pathways which are able to do this 

are called recombinational repair as they utilize gener

al recombination to get the information from the undam

aged DNA into the damaged DNA. For the most part recom

binational repair pathways can act in one of two ways: 

they may act in the bypassing of a damage site or they 

may act to replace the damaged DNA with homologous, 

undamaged DNA. 

As mentioned earlier, damage in a DNA molecule can 

block replication of the DNA at that site. When this 

happens the replication fork pauses just before the 

damage site. If the damage is not repaired replication 

will eventually restart at a site beyond the damage site 

leaving behind a gap in the newly synthesized strand. 

This is, in effect, a double-strand damage since the 

information in both strands is now lost at this site. 

The gap cannot be filled by replication because of the 

original damage but it can be repaired by recombination 

with the newly synthesized homologous DNA from the 

original, undamaged strand. This type of recombination

al repair is called post-replication recombinational 

repair (PRRR) and is shown in Figure 1. After PRRR has 
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Figure 1. post-replication-recombinational-repair 
(derived from Bernstein and Bernstein 1991). This shows 
a thymine dimer being bypassed by the replication fork 
leaving a gap opposite the dimer (step A). Recombina
tion with the nascent strand of the other daughter DNA 
provides the correct DNA sequence overlapping the dimer 
and filling the gap (step B). The resulting gap in the 
other strand can be filled by normal DNA synthesis (step 
C). Note that the dimer has not yet been removed. 

-- ------------------- ---- ----
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occurred the original damage is still present but is now 

opposite an undamaged strand of the correct sequence and 

can be repaired by other repair pathways such as exci

sion repair before the next round of replication begins. 

Damages such as cross-links or double-strand breaks 

which affect both DNA strands cannot be bypassed in this 

way. They can be repaired by recombinational repair 

also, but not by PRRR since they block the replication 

fork on both strands. In this case the homologous DNA 

which replaces the damage site after recombination must 

already be present. This type of repair is typified by 

double-strand break repair in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

which also provides a model of general recombination. 

The double-strand break repair (DSBR) model of recombi

nation (Szostak, Orr-Weaver and Rothstein 1983) is shown 

in Figure 2. In this model a double-strand break is the 

initiation event for recombination and two complete DNA 

molecules are the result of the recombination. This 

model can also encompass repair of other types of dam

age. Double-strand damage such as cross-links can be 

cut out of both strands leaving behind a double-strand 

break that initiates recombination. Removal of a sin

gle-strand damage opposite a post-replication gap and 

nicking of the undamaged strand after a single-strand 

damage has been removed by nucleases (the incision step 

._------------- ---
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non-crossover crossover 

Figure 2. The doub1e-strand-break-repair model of 
recombination (derived from Orr-Weaver and Szostak 
1985). A double-strand gap is already formed. One 
strand from the gap invades the homologous DNA segment, 
displacing a length of DNA to form a D-loop (step A). 
As the invading strand is extended by DNA synthesis, the 
D-loop is enlarged until it spans the gap (step B). 
Further synthesis fills in the other side of the gap. A 
second strand invasion and ligation completes the re
joining of the double-strand gap (step C). The two 
Holliday structures are resolved resulting in non-cross
over (step D) and crossover (recombinant) products (step 
E). Note that only two of the four possible products 
are shown. These are the ones produced by cutting the 
inner strands of the right Holliday structure and the 
inner (non-crossover) or outer (crossover) strands of 
the left Holliday structure. The other two products 
would be a second crossover and a second non-crossover 
product • 

. _. -- -----------------_ ...• _. ---_. 
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of excision repair) also leave a double-strand break. 

Thus the DSBR pathway of recombinational repair is able 

to repair any of the types of damage discussed so far, 

which is to say any damage which destroys information in 

a DNA molecule and causes a recognizable distortion of 

DNA structure. 

DNA Damaging Agents 

There are many different DNA damaging agents - both 

chemical and radiation. Each causes its own spectrum of 

damages which are susceptible to various repair path

ways. Two DNA damaging agents were used in these stud

ies - ultraviolet light (UV) and hydrogen peroxide 

(H20 2 )· 

Ultraviolet Light 

UV (200-400 nm) is a component of sunlight. Thus 

all organisms whose DNA is exposed to sunlight must deal 

with UV damage. UV may have been the major environmen

tal danger to the earliest organisms (Sagan 1973). Even 

with the protective effect of the ozone layer, solar UV 

is still a significant hazard (Harm 1980, pp.180-190). 

There are two major types of damage caused by UV: 

pyrimidine dimers and single-strand breaks. Pyrimidine 

dimers (especially thymine dimers) are formed efficient-

--------- --- ---
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ly by most wavelengths of UV (smith and Hanawalt 1969, 

pp. 57-84). Single-strand breaks on the other hand, are 

formed at different rates depending on the wavelength of 

the UV light. At 365 nm, single-strand breaks form at 

about half the rate of pyrimidine dimers, while at 

254 nm they form about 800 times less frequently than 

pyrimidine dimers (Tyrrell, Ley and Webb 1974). In 

addition to these types of damage UV also causes a 

variety of base modifications (such as pyrimidine hy

drates), cross-links (probably between pyrimidines), 

apyrimidinic sites (cytosine in a dimer is readily 

deaminated to form uracil which is then excised) and 

DNA-protein cross-links. It is generally believed that 

these damages do not playa major role in UV-caused 

lethality although it is not clear whether pyrimidine 

dimers alone or both dimers and single-strand breaks 

have this role. It may be that the major lethal damage 

caused by UV irradiation varies depending on the UV 

wavelength and whether photoreactivation (which is 

specific for pyrimidine dimers) is available. 

There are a number of DNA repair pathways which can 

repair uv-induced damage. Photoreactivation is able to 

directly reverse the formation of pyrimidine dimers but 

is unable to repair any of the other kinds of damage 

caused by UV (Smith and Hanawalt 1969, pp. 140-144). 

--------------------.--. ---
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Excision repair is able to repair many types of UV

induced single-strand damage (Smith and Hanawalt 1969, 

pp. 148-149). Recombinational repair (including PRRR) 

is able to repair most types of uv-induced damage (Smith 

and Hanawalt 1969, pp. 118-120). Single-strand UV

induced damage can also be bypassed by the relaxation of 

DNA polymerase fidelity which is referred to as error 

prone repair (Bernstein 1981, Friedberg 1985). Because 

of the large number of repair pathways available, an 

organism which is proficient in all or most of these 

repair pathways can tolerate a large amount of UV-in

duced damage. In yeast it has been estimated that 27,000 

pyrimidine dimers are formed for each lethal hit (Cox 

and Game 1974). In a repair deficient strain of yeast 

the ratio was at most two dimers per lethal hit (this 

strain was deficient in all three RAD pathways - see 

below). Thus UV-induced damage is quite susceptible to 

the various repair pathways but if any damage is left 

unrepairedit can be lethal. 

Hydrogen Peroxide 

H202 occurs naturally in cells which use oxygen. 

For example, it can be formed by UV photooxidation of 

tryptophan (or tryptophan-rich protein) in an oxygenat-

ed, aqueous solution (McCormick et ale 1976). More 

-----------" "--" ---
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commonly, H20 2 is formed by the interaction between 

oxygen and the reduced form of many flavin-linked amino 

acid oxidases in a reaction which regenerates the oxi-

dized form of the oxidase (Lehninger 1975, p. 566). 

This reaction is especially important in phagocytosis by 

immune cells of higher organisms. These cells use H20 2 

and related compounds (whose levels increase 4-6 fold 

during active phagocytosis) to increase killing of 

engulfed bacteria (Hokama and Nakamura 1982, pp. 210-

213) • 

In addition to damaging DNA directly, H20 2 is 

converted to a number of other reactive species such as 

superoxide (02-) and the hydroxyl radical (OH·) in a 

reaction catalyzed by metal ions such as Fe2+ and cu2+ 

(Haber and Weiss 1934, Massie, Samis and Baird 1972). 

OH· is also produced by water radiolysis (breakdown of 

water by ionizing radiation) and has been proposed to be 

a major intermediate in cell killing by ionizing radia-

tion (Ward 1975). 

H202 and its related compounds cause a wide spec

trum of DNA damage. These include base modifications, 

single- and double-strand breaks and cross-linking 

(Massie, Samis and Baird 1972). All of the damage 

caused by H20 2 is repairable by the various repair 

mechanisms discussed previously. The base modifications 

----------- ---- ---
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and single-strand breaks can be repaired by excision 

repair and PRRR while the cross-links and double-strand 

breaks (as well as the single-strand damage) can be 

repaired by recombinational repair. In E. coli recombi

national repair (all forms) has been shown to be 

responsible for repairing the majority of H20 2-induced 

DNA damage (Ananthaswamy and Eisenstark 1977). In fact, 

ability to induce recA protein has been shown to be more 

important than levels of catalase or superoxide dismu

tase (scavengers of H202 and 02- respectively) in pre

dicting a strain's survival ability when treated with 

H202 (Carlsson and Carpenter 1980). 

Model systems for Studying DNA Repair 

Many different systems are used to study various 

types of DNA repair. The ones relevant to this study 

are the repair systems in phage T4, the system defined 

by the RAD52 epistasis group of genes in the yeast 

s. cerevisiae and the repair systems requiring the recA 

protein in E. coli. The phage T4 repair systems and 

aspects of its life cycle that are relevant to inter

preting the results reported here are described below. 

Then the relevant repair systems in s. cerevisiae and 

E. coli are described. 

----------~-~ - -~~ 
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Phage T4 

Phage T4 was first identified in 1945 (Demerec and 

Fano 1945). It is a large, structurally complex virus. 

These structural elements contribute to an infectious 

process whose efficiency approaches 100% (Goldberg 

1983). Figure 3 shows the phage T4 virion. The phage 

T4 genome consists of a single segment of double-strand

ed DNA, 166,000 base pairs in length (see Kornberg 1980, 

pp. 526-539, for a review). Although its genetic map is 

circular, the phage T4 genome is not a circular DNA 

molecule. The genome is linear but each phage particle 

contains about 170 kb of DNA. This extra 4 kb of DNA 

means that about 2.3% of the genome is duplicated in 

each virion. Unlike some coliphage such as T7, the end 

points of the phage T4 genome are not defined (instead 

it packages "headfull" lengths of DNA from a much long

er, linear concatemer of DNA). The portion of the 

genome covered by this terminal redundancy varies be

tween virions and in a population will cover the whole 

genome. It is not clear what role the terminal redun

dancy plays in the phage T4 life cycle. 

THE PHAGE T4 LIFE CYCLE - After adsorbing to an 

E. coli cell and ejecting its DNA into the cell, a phage 

T4 virion begins a replication cycle that in about 25 

minutes (under ideal conditions) results in the 
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Figure 3. The phage T4 V1r10n (from S.T. Abedon, PhD 
dissertation, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ, 1990, 
used with permission). The phage DNA, along with three 
internal proteins, is packaged in the head. Binding to 
E. coli is accomplished by the long tail fibers (LTF) 
and the short tail fibers (STF) (baseplate fibrils). 
Penetration of the cell wall is accomplished by the 
baseplate and the tail which contracts, forcing the 
inner tail tube through the wall to the membrane. The 
DNA and internal proteins are then released into the 
cell while the rest of the particle remains outside of 
the cell. 

--- ----------- ---------- "-- --
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production of 100-200 progeny which are released by 

lysis of the host cell. This life cycle is diagramed in 

Figure 4. 

Phage T4 begins its infectious cycle by binding to 

the surface of an E. coli cell. After this, the phage 

tail structure contracts and penetrates the cell wall to 

contact the cell membrane. The phage DNA is ejected 

from the head through the membrane and into the host 

cell cytoplasm (Goldberg 1983). This process is also 

termed injection of phage DNA. All of these steps 

except DNA ejection do not require energy. DNA ejection 

and entry into the cytoplasm is energy requiring. This 

energy comes from the host cell (Labedan and Goldberg 

1979) • 

Two processes begin after the phage DNA reaches the 

cytoplasm of the cell. First, host DNA and mRNA synthe

sis cease. within two to five minutes after infection 

virtually all host macromolecular (DNA, RNA and protein) 

synthesis stops (Snustad, Snyder and Kutter 1983). Also, 

phage gene expression begins. Phage T4 regulates its 

gene expression by successively modifying the host RNA 

polymerase complex (Malik et al. 1985). Naturally 

enough, the first genes expressed are transcribed by the 

native E. coli RNA polymerase complex. These first 

genes are termed the "early" genes. [The other set of 
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Fiqure 4. summary of the phage T4 life cycle (from 
Mosig and Eiserling 1988). Phage binding and DNA ejec
tion begin the infection at 0 minutes. Expression of 
phage early genes begins immediately upon infection. 
During the first 5 minutes of infection, early gene 
expression continues and these early gene products begin 
the breakdown of the host genome and the synthesis of 
phage DNA precursors. About 5 minutes after the start 
of infection, phage DNA synthesis begins. At the same 
time transcription of phage late genes also begins. 
Most of these late proteins are components of the virion 
particle. By 15 minutes after the beginning of the 
infection, packaging of the phage DNA into the newly 
assembled phage heads starts. After packaging the DNA 
containing head is attached to the tail and after this 
the tail fibers are attached completing the assembly of 
the virion. Finally, about 25 minutes after infection, 
the cell membrane is lysed by phage gene products and 
the progeny are released. The exact timing of these 
events is affected by environmental factors (e.g. tem
perature, nutrients) as well as by E. coli host effects. 

----~--- ~-. 



genes are called the "late" genes.] The early genes 

include those needed for DNA synthesis, nucleotide 

synthesis, host DN.~ breakdo\,'n and the proteins \,l1ich 

modify the RNA polymerase (o-like proteins and others). 

Transcription of early genes continues until about 1: 

minutes into infection (Guttman and Kutter 19S3). 

About 5 minutes after the start of infection ph~ge 

DNA synthesis begins (see belm,). At the same tim<J late 

gene expression starts. Late genes cede for the pr .. ")

teins which make up the virion particle and related 

assembly and DNA packaging functions (Guttman ,;lI1d }\utter 

1983). As they are synthesized the late proteins begin 

an intricately choreographed process of self-regulated 

assembly in which the three major components of the 

phage particle - head, tail and tail fibers - are assem

bled separately and then joined together (after DNA 

packaging) to form the mature virion (revie\ved in rHack 

and Showe 1983, Berget and King 1983, Wood and Crowth<Jr 

1983). DNA packaging begins at 15 minutes into the 

infection (Mosig and Eiserling 1988). By this time DNA 

replication, which continues throughout infection, has 

produced more than enough DNA to fill the 200 or so 

progeny which will be produced. The DNA is in the form 

of a large, highly branched concatemer referred to as 

200S DNA because of its sedimentation value upon neutral 



sucrose gradient centrifugation (Kemper, Garabett and 

courage 1981). DNA packaging requires the action of at 

least three phage proteins which feed the DNA into the 

mature head, cutting away branches in the concate~er, 

until the head is filled. This is the "headfull ll mecha-

nism responsible for the circular permutation of the 

phage T4 genome. The DNA is then cut and the free end 

becomes available for packaging into another head (Black 

and Showe 1983). Meanwhile, the filled head is joined 

to a completed tail. The nearly compiete virion is then 

released from the membrane into the cytoplasm \"here the 

long tail fibers are attached which completes the assem-

bly of the virus. Mature progeny collect in the cyto-

plasm until 25 minutes after infection when the cell is 

lysed by the phage e and t gene products. The timing of 

lysis can be delayed in a phage controlled response 

called lysis inhibition. This appears to be an adapta-

tion to growth in environments which contain high con-

centrations of phage and cells (Abedon 1990) and allows 

the infected cell to produce higher numbers of phage 

progeny than would otherwise occur. 

PHAGE T4 DNA REPLICATION AND RECOMBINATION - As 

mentioned above, DNA replication begins about five 

minutes after infection. The first round of replication 

begins at a small number of origins of replication 
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(Kozinski 1983). These are termed primary origins of 

replication and this type of initiation of replication 

is called the primary mode of initiation. Initiation at 

primary origins requires phage T4 early proteins as well 

as the unmodified E. coli RNA polymerase (Nosig 19S7). 

As described above, phage T4 modifies the host RNA 

polymerase during the course of infection. Because of 

this the primary mode can be utili=ed during the first 

part of an infection only. 

There are blo other modes of replication initiation 

available to phage T4 during infection. They are desig

nated the secondary and tertiary modes. Little is known 

about the tertiary mode. It has been detected in phage 

T4 infected cells which also carry a plasmid containing 

phage T4 DNA sequences \vhich are transduced by phage 'N 

at a higher rate than most cloned phage T4 DNA. These 

sequences are the tertiary origins. Because their 

activity is not E. coli RNA polymerase or phage T4 

recombination dependent (see belo\v) they nrc thought to 

represent a different mode of initiation (Kreuzer and 

Alberts 1985). The tertiary mode cnn be utilized during 

the early part of infection and may act at nll times in 

phage T4 DNA replication (Kreuzer, Engman and Yi.1p 1988). 

The secondary mode of initiation is also ci.111cd 

recombinational initiation. It utilizes recombinntional 
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intermediates as origins of replication (Luder and Nosig 

1982). There is some controversy as to whether the 

secondary mode can occur early in the infectious process 

or if it only occurs late in infection after the RNA 

polymerase is fully modified (Kozinski 1983). However, 

recombinational intermediates which can be origins of 

replication are detectable within the first two minutes 

of infection (Dannenberg and Nosig 1983). Recombina

tional initiation also explains the DNA arrest phenotype 

of 46- and 47- mutants of phage T4 grown under nonper

missive conditions (Epstein et ale 1963). In such 

mutants DNA synthesis begins normally but is blocked 

soon after; late gene expression is normal. Since the 

exonuclease coded for by genes 46 and 47 is required for 

recombination 46- and 47- phage mutants would be able to 

use the primary and tertiary modes of initiation, but 

not the secondary mode. 

Recombination (and secondary initiation) in phage 

T4 requires five gene products in addition to those 

which make up the DNA synthesis complex (Table 1). Not 

surprisingly, the recombination proteins needed are 

those which act in the early steps of recombination, 

specifically during gap formation and strand exchange 

(Figure 2). In phage T4, the resulting structure can be 

resolved by replication (secondary initiation) (Mosig, 



Gene Function/activity 

DNA synthesis proteins: 

43 •••.•• DNA polymerase, 5' to 3' polymerase, 
3' to 5' exonuclease 

32 ...... single-strand DNA binding protein, 
helix destabilizing protein 

44/62 .... Polymerase accessory protein, ATPase 

45 •.•... Polymerase accessory protein, 
stimulates 44/62 ATPase activity 

58-61 ••.. RNA primase subunit 

41 •..... Helicase, primase subunit, ATP/GTPase 

dda .•... Helicase, ATPase, removes proteins 
upstream of replication fork 

Recombination proteins: 

46/47 ..• Exonuclease, expands nicks into gaps 

uvsx ..•. recA-equivalent, promotes synapsis 
formation, strand transfer 

uvsy •.•. stimulates uvsx protein activity 

uvsW •... Function unknown but thought to be 
involved in strand exchange 

39 

Table 1. Phage T4 DNA synthesis and recombination pro
teins. The proteins listed are needed for secondary 
initiation and DNA synthesis only. During phage repli
cation other proteins are necessary for complete genome 
replication and concatemer formation (from Nossal and 
Alberts 1983, Bernstein and Wallace 1983). 
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Shaw and Garcia 1984). 

DNA REPAIR IN PHAGE T4 - Several different repair 

pathways are used by phage T4. These include PRRR and 

multiplicity reactivation (both forms of recombinational 

repair), excision repair, photoreactivation (host encod

ed), error-prone repair, replication repair and methyla

tion repair (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). However, as 

discussed below and in the Discussion, only the first 

three are relevant to this work. 

1) Post-Replication-Recombinational-Repair (PRRR). 

As described above, PRRR repairs the gaps left opposite 

single-strand damage bypassed by the replication fork 

(Figure 1) (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). Evidence 

indicates that it requires sixteen phage T4 genes. 

These are 1, 42, 56 (synthesis of hydroxymethylcytosine 

which phage T4 uses exclusively instead of cytosine), 43 

(DNA polymerase), 44, 45 (DNA polymerase accessory 

proteins), 41, 58-61 (helicase, primase), 32 (helix 

destabilizing protein, single-stranded DNA binding 

protein), 30 (DNA ligase), 46, 47 (exonuclease), uvsX, 

uvsY, uvsW (strand exchange) and 59 (concatemer mainte

nance/maturation). The host ligase gene also has a role 

in PRRR. Finally the gene 49 product has been proposed 

to be involved in PRRR on the basis of its ability to 

resolve Holliday structures but this may not be neces-

.-. -.-.. ~-------------.. --. ---
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sary as these intermediates can be resolved by secondary 

initiation. 

As shown in Figure 1, PRRR is a bypass mechanism 

rather than a repair mechanism since the damage remains 

after PRRR. It appears to bypass a variety of damages 

including those caused by ethyl methanesulfonate, methyl 

methanesulfonate, N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine, 

mitomycin C, nitric acid, psoralen + UV irradiation 

(PUVA), UV and X-rays (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). 

These damages may include alkylations, pyrimidine 

dimers, AP sites, cross-links, single- and double-strand 

breaks. Despite its apparent versatility, PRRR is not a 

very powerful repair pathway. For most agents tested 

phage T4 strains carrying a mutation in a gene affecting 

PRRR have less than a 2-fold reduction in the rate of 

survival and never more than a 3-fold reduction (Bern

stein and Wallace 1983). This is in contrast to multi

plicity reactivation (see below) which enhances survival 

rates against various agents from 2.9 to 36-fold. 

2) Multiplicity reactivation (MR). MR was first 

identified by the observation that UV irradiated phage 

which were diluted before being allowed to infect 

E. coli were more sensitive to uv than those which were 

not diluted (Luria 1947). This occurred because the 

undiluted phage suspension had a high enough titer for 
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most cells to be multiply infected. Although every 

phage had one or more lethal hits from the UV irradia

tion it is unlikely that any cell would contain multiple 

phage which all had a lethal hit at the same site. 

Recombination between the phage genomes within an in

fected cell may allow the recovery of an undamaged 

genome which can then go on to produce viable progeny. 

using highly marked phage and analyzing the progeny 

of single bursts of multiple infections it was shown 

that the majority of the bursts contain some progeny 

which are of a single parental type (Rayssiguier and 

vigier 1972, 1977). In most cases only one parental 

type phage was seen in the progeny of a single burst 

from a mixed infection. These results imply that al

though both parents contribute to the progeny of each 

multiple infection, one parent is favored over the 

other. This is in agreement with recent results showing 

that when a phage infects an already infected cell it is 

blocked from contributing to the pool of progeny and 

that this block becomes stronger as the time between the 

primary and secondary infection increases (S. T. Abedon, 

University of Arizona, Tucson AZ, personal communica

tion). 

Rayssiguier and Vigier (1972, 1977) postulated that 

MR occurs after the coinfecting phage have partially 

---------- --- ... ---
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replicated. This model was later expanded on (Rayssi

guier, Kozinski and Doermann 1980). They found that 

phage with lethal hits replicated part of their genome 

even if they did not go on to produce progeny. Replica

tion from UV irradiated phage produced shorter segments 

of DNA than replication from un irradiated phage. Fur

thermore the partial replicas were approximately the 

size that one would expect of genomes which received a 

number of random cuts equal to the number of lethal hits 

the phage had received. This observation is especially 

striking when viewed with the more recent 

double-strand-break-repair (DSBR) model of recombina

tional repair in mind (Orr-Weaver and Szostak 1985). 

Finally, Rayssiguier, Kozinski and Doermann (1980) found 

that the partial replicas in UV irradiated infections 

were able to undergo multiple rounds of replication. 

From these results the following model can be con

structed. In multiple infections of damaged phage, it 

is likely that the phage will not infect simultaneously. 

As each phage infects it begins replicating from the 

primary origins of replication. Reinitiation at primary 

and secondary origins occurs as in other infections. 

The first phage to infect may undergo more replication 

than the later ones so that the growing pool of DNA will 

consist mostly of this phage's DNA. Replication will be 

--- ---------------------- ------
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blocked at the sites of lethal damage leading to the 

formation of partial replicas of the genome. Repair 

enzymes may catalyze the formation of double-strand 

breaks and gaps at the site of the damage. These breaks 

and gaps can be sites of secondary initiation and recom

bination (as described above) which lead to repair of 

the damages. The infectious process then can continue 

normally and progeny phage are produced. This is the 

model of MR which I will be using in this study. 

sixteen gene functions have been shown to have a 

role in MR. Fourteen of these are phage genes while two 

are host genes (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). The phage 

genes are 32, 39, 41, 44, 45, 46, 47, 52, 59, 60, uvsW, 

uvsX, uvsY and denV. The activities of the products of 

ten of these have already been discussed. The proteins 

encoded by the phage genes 39, 52 and 60 are the subu

nits of the phage T4 topoisomerase. All three are 

needed for topoisomerase activity and mutants defective 

in any of them have reduced levels of MR (Miskimins et 

al. 1982). The denV gene is discussed below. The two 

host genes which have a role in MR are the polA and recA 

genes (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). Although the DNA 

nucleotide synthesis and replication genes have not been 

tested directly for involvement in MR, it has been shown 

that a multiple mutant of phage T4 which utilizes normal 

----------~-. -~--
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cytosine instead of hydroxymethylcytosine has lower 

levels of MR after H20 2 treatment (Chen and Bernstein 

1987) • 

3) Excision repair. The excision repair pathway in 

phage T4 follows the general mechanism outlined earlier. 

There are three basic steps: incision, gap formation and 

gap filling. Incision is begun by the phage endonu

clease V which is also a glycosylase. It both cleaves 

one of the pyrimidines in the dimer from the sugar

phosphate backbone (glycosylase activity) and then 

cleaves the 3' side of the resulting apyrimidinic (AP) 

site (AP endonuclease activity) (Friedberg 1985, 

172-184). The 5' side of the AP site is then cut by 

another (unidentified) phage or host endonuclease 

(Bernstein and Wallace 1983) which completes the inci

sion step. Gap formation and gap filling are accom

plished simultaneously by the E. coli host polymerase I, 

the product of the polA gene, which has both 5' to 3' 

exonuclease and polymerase activity (Maynard-Smith, 

Symonds and White 1970, Bernstein and Wallace 1983). 

The average gap is about six nucleotides in length 

(Radany and Friedberg 1983) making this a "short-patch" 

repair pathway. The newly synthesized patch is then 

joined to the extant strand by the phage ligase (gp 30) 

completing the repair. 
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In addition to the genes mentioned above, four 

other phage T4 genes have a effect on excision repair. 

They are genes I, 42, 45 and 56 (Bernstein and Wallace 

1983). The products of the I, 42 and 56 genes are 

involved in the synthesis of hydroxymethylcytosine. It 

is not surprising that a phage T4 repair pathway that 

involves DNA synthesis would require these genes but the 

role of the gene 45 product is less clear. This protein 

is an accessory protein of the phage T4 DNA polymerase 

vlhich is not involved in excision repair. Why gene 45 

mutants would be epistatic to endonuclease V mutants is 

not known. 

Phage T4 endonuclease V is the product of the denV 

gene. It was the first DNA repair gene to be identified 

in phage T4 and it remains the only known bacteriophage 

gene encoding a protein which "is specifically involved 

in the excision repair of DNA" (Friedberg 1985, pp.175). 

Cloned denV genes have been shown to complement excision 

deficient strains of E. coli, yeast and Drosophila 

melanogaster (Valerie, Henderson and de Riel 1985, 

Valerie et al. 1986, Banga et ale 1989) as well as 

excision deficient hamster and human cell lines (Valer

ie, de Riel and Henderson 1985, Arrand et ale 1987). 

This ability to function in a wide range of systems 

supports the idea that the various steps of excision 

---------------- -- ---. --.---- ---
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repair are not tightly coupled together. It is not 

surprising then, that the nicks generated by the denV 

protein can be resolved by other repair pathways besides 

excision repair. Thus recombinational repair of UV

induced damage is somewhat reduced in denV- strains 

(Bernstein and Wallace 1983). 

The overlap in genes required for MR, PRRR and 

excision repair may reflect the need for phage T4 to 

economize.on its genome. Like other phage the amount of 

DNA which makes up the genome is constrained by the size 

of the virion which limits the amount of DNA which can 

be packaged (Murialdo and Becker 1978). That the three 

pathways are separable is seen in the ways that they do 

not overlap. MR has an absolute requirement for two 

phage to coinfect a cell while PRRR occurs when only one 

phage infects a cell. In addition MR requires a number 

of gene functions which PRRR does not. Excision repair, 

which does not require recombination activities and can 

act in singly-infected, unreplicated genomes, is also 

separate from both MR and PRRR. 

4) Photoreactivation. Phage T4 does not produce a 

photoreactivation enzyme of its own. Instead it relies 

on the host photo lyase (Bernstein and Wallace 1983) 

which is present in a low but constant concentration 

(Harm 1980, p.85). Photoreactivation repairs about 20% 

------------.. ---



of the lethal damage in wild-type phage T4 which has 

been exposed to VV irradiation (Bernstein 1981). 
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5) Error prone repair (or bypass). Thymine dimers 

have been shown to be mutagenic in phage T4 (Meistrich 

and Drake 1972). However, the mutations do not neces

sarily occur at the thymine dimer but can occur at 

nearby sites. This implies that thymine dimers induce a 

mutagenic repair process (referred to as error prone 

repair). This mechanism may depend on a relaxation in 

the fidelity of the phage T4 DNA polymerase complex 

(Bernstein and Wallace 1983). This process may not 

actually be a repair mechanism since the thymine dimer 

may not be removed from the DNA. What this mechanism 

apparently does do is allow a replication fork which is 

stalled at a pyrimidine dimer on the leading strand to 

continue past the damage at the cost of increased muta

genesis in that region. Subsequently, the dimer may 

then be removed by other repair mechanisms. 

Error prone repair can be abolished by an antimuta

tor mutation in the phage T4 DNA polymerase. It is 

also dependent on the uvsX, uvsY, uvsw and gene 30 

proteins (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). strains which 

are defective in error prone repair due to a mutation in 

polymerase or ligase are not more sensitive to UV than 

wild-type phage T4. This indicates that the error-prone 

------------_. --_. 
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bypass mechanism acts at few damages or that the other, 

error-free repair pathways are sufficient to deal with 

these damages (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). 

6) Replication repair. This pathway has been 

identified on the basis of particular mutations in genes 

32 and 41. Double- and triple-mutant studies have shown 

that these mutations are not epistatic to mutations in 

excision and recombinational repair (cupido, Grimbergen 

and de Groot 1980, Wachsman and Drake 1987) indicating 

that they are part of a third repair pathway. No mecha

nism has been demonstrated for this pathway. However 

cupido (1983) has proposed a mechanism based on the 

activities of the genes involved in which an RNA primer 

is laid over the damage. This would make this a bypass 

mechanism rather than a repair mechanism. 

Recent results call into question the existence of 

the replication repair pathway. The evidence for repli

cation repair's existence is entirely based on epistatic 

studies of multiple mutants. certain mutations of genes 

32 and 41 cause greater sensitivity to DNA damage when 

either is present together with an excision repair or 

recombinational repair mutation than either mutation 

causes alone. Normally this would indicate that the two 

mutations are in different epistasis groups, i.e. that 

they are defective in different repair pathways. This 
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interpretation is based on the assumption that each of 

the single mutations totally inactivates the repair 

pathway it is involved in. If this were not true, and 

if two of the mutant genes partially inactivated steps 

of the same repair pathway, then a double mutant would 

be more sensitive to DNA damage than either of the 

single gene mutants. Wachsman and Drake (1987) noted 

this possibility but rejected it because the mutations 

in the uvsW, uvsX and uvsY genes that they used were the 

most damage sensitive strains yet identified. Subse

quently, a nonviable uvsX mutation has been described 

(Selick et al. 1987). In this strain the uvsX gene has 

an insertion mutation which totally inactivates the 

gene. The strain is nonviable. This demonstrates that 

the uvsX protein is essential to phage growth (probably 

due to its role in secondary initiation). This means 

that the uvsX- strain used by Wachsman and Drake and 

others must produce some uvsX protein activity to sur

vive and must also have some repair activity. Thus the 

decreased survival of the 32-uvsX and 41-uvsX double 

mutants may just represent a decrease in recombinational 

repair levels and not a separate repair pathway. I 

consider that this is probably the case because no 

plausible mechanism for replication repair has yet been 

proposed. 

---- --- -- -------------
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7) Methylation repair. A mutation of gene 32, 

designated mms-1 has been identified (Ebisu::aki, De\"ey 

and Behme 1975) which shO\,'s increased sensitivity to 

MMS and UV. Double-mutant studies place it in a sepa

rate pathway from excision or recombinational repair. 

mms-1 may be in the replication repair path\vay (h'achsman 

and Drake 1987) but the same reasoning that calls into 

question the existence of replication repair as a path

way separate from recombinational repair also applies to 

methylation repair. 

These recent findings appear to indicate that the 

mutations originally assigned to replication repair and 

methylation repair are actually involved in recombina

tional repair. I will not be considering these pathways 

separately from recombinational repair in the remainder 

of this dissertation. 

THE LURIA-LATARJET EFFECT - Hhile trying to gener

ate phage mutants with UV irradiation, Luria and Latar

jet observed that the dose of UV needed to inactivate 

the plaque-forming ability of infected cells was much 

higher than the dose needed to inactivate free phage 

particles (Luria and Latarjet 1947). This UV resistance 

was at first attributed to the process of intracellular 

phage replication. A cell which contains a number of 

intracellular phage would require a higher dose of UV to 
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inactivate all of these phage than the dose required to 

inactivate a single phage. In order to study the kinet

ics of intracellular phage development, they investigat

ed how this resistance developed during infection of 

phage T2 in E. coli. This was done by infecting a cul

ture of E. coli with phage T2 for a short period of time 

and then quickly inactivating the remaining free phage 

with anti-T2 serum (this effectively synchronizes the 

infections). Samples were taken at various times during 

infection and were immediately UV irradiated and plated 

to measure the number of surviving infective centers 

(Luria and Latarjet 1947). 

Had the increasing resistance been solely due to an 

increasing number of intracellular phage, then one would 

expect to see a series of parallel survival curves. The 

curves would be displaced to higher UV doses as more 

phage were formed in each cell and higher doses were 

needed to kill all of them. The slope of the curves 

would be the same because the slope would be dependent 

on the rate of killing of the last undamaged phage in 

each cell and this would be the same for all phage in an 

infection. However, this is not what was found. In

stead they found that there was only a slight increase 

in resistance for the first six minutes of infection 

followed by a large increase which reached a maximum at 

- -- ------------------ --- ----
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twelve minutes after infection. [Hereafter I will refer 

to this increase as the Luria-Latarjet (LL) effect and 

for convenience will use the term LL resistance to refer 

to this increased resistance to DNA damage.) After 

twelve minutes the infective centers became gradually 

less resistant to UV although they never reached the 10\." 

levels of sensitivity seen prior to six minutes after 

infection. These results were for singly infected 

cells. For multiply infected cells, similar results 

were obtained except that i) the initial resistance was 

higher than free phage (approximately that predicted by 

the multiple target calculations described above); 

ii) the maximum resistance was reached earlier in infec

tion; iii) the decrease also began earlier. Overall, 

these results were interpreted as reflecting a build up 

of a UV absorbent material in the cell during the first 

part of the infection or that the phage were converted 

into a UV resistant form (Luria and Latarjet 1947). As 

the infectious process continued and phage multiplied, 

this material dissipated or was absorbed or the phage 

were converted back into a sensitive form. 

Later studies showed that the LL effect occurred in 

other viruses (see Discussion). Furthermore tpe LL 

effect was demonstrated using X-rays (Latarjet 1948) and 

incorporated 32p decay (stent 1955) in addition to UV as 

------------------------
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the killing agent. 

Since the originally proposed explanation, two 

additional explanations have been advanced for the LL 

effect. The first is that the LL effect is due to DNA 

repair with multiplicity reactivation as the most likely 

pathway. This hypothesis, suggested by Benzer (1952), 

fits well with a number of observations. MR and late LL 

resistance have the same kinetics and both occur in 

situations where multiple genomes are present in the 

cell (Symonds and McCloy 1958, Ritchie and Symonds 

1970). Also phage T4 mutants which have reduced levels 

of DNA repair also have decreased levels of LL resist

ance (Symonds, Heindl and White 1973). 'l'here have been 

two objections to this model. One is that a significant 

amount of LL resistance to damage develops during the 

early portion of the infection before any DNA synthesis 

has begun (Pratt, stent and Harriman 1961, Ritchie and 

Symonds 1970). The other is that LL resistance of 

multiply infected cells has different kinetics than the 

LL effect during the later part of the infection (Fisher 

and Pardee 1968 referring to results from Luria and 

Latarjet 1947). A second explanation for the LL effect 

is that it is due to a decline in the intrinsic sensi

tivity of the phage DNA to damage. While most workers 

accepted repair as a contributing factor to the later 

---------- -------------- -_ .. 
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portion of LL resistance, this decline in sensitivity 

has been favored as the cause of the early component of 

LL resistance (Pratt, Stent and Harriman 1961, Harriman 

and Stent 1966). What the basis for this decline could 

be has not been demonstrated although the requirement of 

protein synthesis for the LL effect indicates that it 

could be a nucleoprotein complex (Kozinski and Bessman 

1961, Harriman and Stent 1966). 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a eukaryote 

widely used in both biochemical and genetic studies. It 

is easy to grow and amenable to a variety of molecular 

biological techniques. S. cerevisiae cells can be 

either haploid or diploid, depending on growth condi

tions and cell type. In both cases the cells c'an repli

cate by vegetative budding (mitosis). However when the 

diploid cells are under environmental stress they can 

enter a sexual phase, in which they undergo meiosis and 

produce four spores per cell. These spores later devel

op into haploid cells. When two haploid cells of the 

proper mating type meet, they can fuse, completing the 

sexual cycle and restoring the diploid phase which then 

replicates vegetatively again (see Byers 1981, for a 

review) • 

.. . ._------------------
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DNA REPAIR IN YEAST - Besides direct reversal 

mechanisms such as photoreactivation, there are three 

major repair pathways in yeast. Originally, many of the 

genes involved in these pathways were identified using 

radiation sensitive mutants and were therefore designat

ed as RAD genes. On the basis of multiple mutant stud

ies these mutants were divided into three epistasis 

groups which were named after key mutants in each group. 

These groups are the RAD3, RAD6 and RAD52 epistasis 

groups (Haynes and Kunz 1981). Of these three groups, 

two define specific repair pathways. The RAD3 epistasis 

group contains genes involved in excision repair while 

the RAD52 group contains recombinational repair genes. 

In contrast, the RAD6 epistasis group probably contains 

genes involved in multiple but interrelated repair 

pathways (Friedberg 1988). 

THE RAD52 EPISTASIS GROUP - There are 11 genes in 

this group: CDC9, RAD24, RAD50, RAD51, RAD52 , RAD53 , 

RAD54, RAD55, RAD56, RAD57 and PSOI (Friedberg 1988). 

The functions of only two of these have been identified. 

The CDC9 gene (which is also in the RAD3 epistasis 

group) codes for a DNA ligase (Barker and Johnston 1983) 

and the RAD52 gene encodes, or regulates the synthesis 

of, a deoxyribonuclease (Chow and Resnick 1983, Chen and 

Bernstein 1988). 

- - --- ------------------------ ----- -- --
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The RAD52 epistasis group is considered to repre

sent a recombinational repair pathway. This conclusion 

is based on the phenotypes of mutants in this group (see 

Friedberg 1988 for a review). They have a small in

crease in sensitivity to UV but a large increase in 

sensitivity to ionizing radiation suggesting a sensitiv

ity to double-strand damage. This is confirmed by an 

inability to repair double-strand breaks. Some of the 

mutants in this group are deficient in mitotic as well 

as meiotic recombination. Finally many of the mutants 

in this group are unable to produce viable spores. 

Taken together these mutant phenotypes indicate a defec

tive recombinational repair pathway. 

THE RAD50 GENE - Rad50 mutants have a greatly 

increased sensitivity to ionizing radiation (Game and 

Mortimer 1974) as well as some increase in UV sensitivi

ty (Cox and Game 1974, Game et ale 1980). They are 

defective in meiotic recombination (Malone and Esposito 

1981) and, consequently, are unable to produce viable 

spores (Game et ale 1980). This block in meiotic recom

bination occurs at an early step in the recombination 

pathway (Malone 1983). Specifically, rad50 mutants are 

unable to form synaptonemal complexes (Byers, cited in 

Malone, Jordan and Wardman 1985). 

Rad50 mutants have normal levels of meiotic DNA 

........... _ .. __ ._--
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synthesis (although there is a delay in the onset of 

this synthesis) (Game et ale 1980). They also have an 

increase in spontaneous mitotic recombination (Malone 

and Esposito 1981). Finally, the RAD50 gene has been 

shown not to be essential for vegetative growth of a 

haploid strain of S. cerevisiae (Kupiec 1986). 

The RAD50 gene has been cloned and sequenced 

(Alani, Subbiah and Kleckner 1989). The sequence pre

dicts that the RAD50 gene is a single open reading frame 

which codes for a 1312 amino acid protein (MW ~ 153 kD). 

It appears to be predominately hydrophilic and contains 

two regions which could form an a-helical coil. This 

coil is approximately the length of the missing elements 

of the synaptonemal complex (Alani, Subbiah and Kleckner 

1989) but it is unlikely that the RAD50 protein is a 

major structural component of this complex (Alani, 

Padmore and Kleckner 1990). 

The RAD50 amino acid sequence has no significant 

homology to any other known sequence other than a weak 

homology with proteins containing similar coiled re

gions. The only exception is a short glycine-rich 

region which has been found in other proteins and is 

thought to be a purine nucleotide binding site. As this 

region lacks two other elements found in GTP binding 

sites, it may be an ATP binding site (Alani, Subbiah and 

~-~ ~-~-~~-~--~--~-------------.-- ---
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Kleckner 1989). 

Overall the sequence and phenotype information 

indicates that the RAD50 gene codes for a protein which 

acts early during meiotic recombination or recombina

tional repair. According to the DSBR model of recombi

nation (Figure 2) this would either be in gap formation 

or in initiating strand exchange. Since the RAD52 

protein may encode or control the nuclease responsible 

for gap formation (Chen and Bernstein 1988), the RAD50 

protein may be involved in either the alignment of 

homologous chromosomes or in beginning strand exchange. 

A recent study of thirteen different rad50 mutants made 

by directed mutagenesis supports the idea that the RAD50 

protein is involved in the search for homology between 

chromosomes (Alani, Padmore and Kleckner 1990) which is 

one of the functions of the E. coli recA protein (see 

below) . 

Escherichia coli 

The gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli may be 

the most well-studied organism known. Its genome is 

only a single DNA molecule. However, because it takes 

longer for a cell to replicate its genome than to com

plete cell division, a cell in logarithmic growth must 

begin each round of DNA replication before the previous 

._ .. -- ._----------------_ .. _. ---
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pp.443-445). Thus log phase E. coli are partially 

diploid. 
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THE E. COLI RECA PROTEIN - Like the rad- mutants of 

s. cerevisiae lacking recombinational repair, E. coli 

recA mutants have a complex phenotype (Witkin 1976). 

This involves both DNA replication and repair effects. 

Much of this variety of effects is due to the fact that 

besides having a direct involvement in recombination and 

recombinational repair, the recA protein has a key role 

in the induction of the SOS response in E. coli (Little 

et ale 1980). In actuality the recA protein has just 

two activities. The first of these activities is fairly 

simple. The recA protein, which is normally expressed 

at low levels, acts as a receptor for an as of yet 

unidentified signal indicating that DNA damage has 

occurred. When this signal is detected the protein is 

converted to an "activated" form. In this state, it is 

able to induce the lexA repressor's self-cleavage reac

tion (Lin and Little 1989). The self-cleavage inacti

vates the repressor and the SOS repair pathway is in

duced. 

The recA protein's second activity is more complex. 

It acts in three ways in recombination. First, it 

promotes pairing of homologous segments of DNA (West, 

--.- ._.---------------------- ---
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Cassuto and Howard-Flanders 1981a). Second, after 

pairing, it promotes the transfer of the 3' end of a 

single-strand DNA to its complementary strand in the 

other segment of DNA (West, Cassuto and Howard-Flanders 

1981b). If the complementary strand is part of a dou

ble-stranded segment of DNA, this transfer results in 

the formation of a D-Ioop structure. Finally, the recA 

protein promotes branch migration which extends the 

heteroduplex region. This branch migration is unidirec

tional, proceeding in a 3' to 5' direction relative to 

the invading strand (Cox and Lehman 1981). To accom

plish these functions the recA protein has a strong 

affinity for single-stranded DNA and a weaker affinity 

for double-stranded DNA (Benedict and Kowalczykowski 

1988). It also has a double-stranded DNA-dependent 

ATPase activity which appears to be necessary for the 

search for homology between the two segments of DNA to 

be exchanged (Dressler and Potter 1982). 

This second set of activities is indicative of the 

recA protein's key role in recombination and recombina

tiona I repair. RecA- mutants of E. coli show an in

creased sensitivity to both UV and ionizing radiation 

(Howard-Flanders and Theriot 1966) as well as to chemi

cal DNA damaging agents (Nakayama 1975, Cole and Sinden 

1975). Of course, as their name implies, these mutants 

-----------_. --- -_. -----_._._---
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are also deficient in recombination (Howard-Flanders and 

Theriot 1966). These phenotypes allow for a number of 

different assays for recA protein activity each of which 

depend on a different activity of the recA protein (see 

Materials and Methods). Some of these assays have been 

used to identify the recA-equivalents from a number of 

other organisms (Keener, McNamee and McEntee 1984, Hotta 

et al. 1985, Kolodner, Evans and Morrison 1987). 

Dissertation Goals 

In the work described in the remainder of this 

dissertation I had two goals. My first goal was to 

identify the mechanisms of early and late Luria-Latarjet 

resistance by phage T4 through the use of mutant strains 

deficient in a variety of DNA repair associated activi

ties. The second was to identify the activity of the 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae RAD50 protein by complementa

tion of mutants of phage T4 and/or Escherichia coli. 

---------- ~-- --- --~- ~---------
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

strains 

Table 2 shows the bacterial strains used in this 

work, their relevant characteristics or genotypes and 

source or reference. Table 3 shows the same for phage 

strains and Table 4 shows this information for plasmids. 

Media and reagents 

Unless otherwise noted bacteria grown in liquid 

culture were grown in Hershey broth (8 g Bacto nutrient 

broth, 5 g Bacto peptone, 5 g NaCl, 1 g glucose pe~' 

liter distilled, deionized water (ddH20), pH 7.2-7.4) 

(steinberg and Edgar 1962). For plasmid bearing strains 

ampicillin (Sigma Chemical Co., st. Louis, MO) was added 

to a final concentration of 12.5 ~g/ml from a 200X stock 

solution. All JM- strains of E. coli were grown in 

media supplemented with 1 ~g/ml thiamine (final concen

tration). E. coli JC14604 and its derivatives were 

grown on MacConkey agar (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, 

MI) which was supplemented with tetracycline (15 JLg/ml 

final concentration) (Sigma Chemical Co.). All dilu

tions and washings of bacteria and phage were done in M9 

salts solution (6 g Na 2HP04 , 3 g KH2 P04 , 1 g NH4Cl per 

liter ddH20, pH6.8) (Adams 1959, p.446). For minimal 

--- ------------------------- --- - -- ------------
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strain Relevant genotype Reference/source 

S/6/5 Wild-type Laboratory strain 

CR63 supD Bachman 1972 

JM101 supE Yanisch-Perron, Vieira 
and Messing 1985 

JM109 supE, recA Yanisch-Perron, Vieira 
and Messing 1985 

JC14604 lacMS2860811, Resnick and Nelson 1988 
recA, lacBK1, tetr 

Table 2. Bacterial strains used 

------------- ---



Strain 

T4D 

amA453 

amN91 

amNl16 

amN05 

amNG37 

amN011 

amE727 

V 

wm 

X (px) 

Ym 

Table 3. 
mutations 
which are 
sometimes 
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Relevant genotype Reference/source 

wild-type Laboratory strain 

32 " 
37 " 
39 " 
41 " 
46 II 

47 II 

49 II 

denV II 

uvsW II 

uvsX II 

uvsY II 

Phage strains used - All mutations are amber 
except wm which is a frameshift and v and x 
uncharacterized. The x allele of uvsX is 
designated px. 

----------- .---. ---



Plasmid 

pUC19 

pPH100 

pPH202 

pPH205 

precA35 

Description 

Expression vector, 
ampr 

RAD50 and upstream 
sequences in pUC19 
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Reference/source 

Yannisch-Perron, Vieira 
and Messing 1985 

This \vork 

Intermediate in fusion 
protein construction 

II 

RAD50/lacZ fusion 

E. coli recA gene, 
ampr 

II 

Resnick and Nelson 1988 

Table 4. Plasmids Used 
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growth medium M9 salts solution was supplemented with 

2.7 ~g/ml FeCl3 "6H20, 0.25 mg/ml MgS04 "7H20, 2.5 mg/ml 

vitamin-free casamino acids and 4.0 mg/ml glucose (all 

concentrations final)" 

When bacteria were streaked onto plates, enriched 

Hershey agar (10 g agar, 13 g Bacto tryptone, 8 g NaCl, 

2 g sodium citrate, 1.3 g glucose per liter ddH 20) was 

used (Steinberg and Edgar 1962). This media was also 

used as the bottom agar when bacteria and phage were 

plated for titering by the soft agar overlay method (see 

below) with enriched Hershey top agar (6.5 g agar, 13 g 

Bacto tryptone, 8 g NaCI, 2 g sodium citrate, 3 g glu

cose per liter ddH20) (steinberg and Edgar 1962). When 

necessary ampicillin was added to a final concentration 

of 25 ~g/ml. All media were sterilized by autoclaving 

except antibiotic and thiamine supplements which were 

sterilized by 0.45 ~ filtration. 

In experiments JM- strains of E. coli were grown on 

the same media but short-term storage was carried out on 

M9 minimal media plates (15 g agar, 0.001% MgS0 4 ·7 H20 

(final), 0.2% glucose (final), 1 ~g/ml thiamine (final) 

per liter M9 salts solution) (adapted from Miller 1972, 

p.432) and slants (same recipe). All other bacterial 

strains were stored on hard agar slants (5 g nutrient 

broth, 8 g NaCl, 15 g agar per liter ddH20). 

--------- ---------- --- ---
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Individual restriction enzymes were obtained from 

different sources including Boehringer Mannheim Biochem

icals, Indianapolis, IN; BRL, Gaithersburg, MD; Interna

tional Biotechnologies, Inc., New Haven, Connecticut; 

New England Biolabs, Beverly, HA; Toyobo, Osaka, Japan. 

Each was used with lOX buffer provided by the supplier. 

EcoRI/HindIII doublet was obtained from International 

Biotechnologies with lOX buffer. Host restriction 

digests were done at 37" for 1-2 hours. Ligase was 

obtained from International Biotechnologies, Inc. with 

lOX buffer. Ligations were done at 12-16" with the 

reaction being allowed to go overnight. Isopropylthio

galactoside (IPTG) was obtained from stratagene (La 

Jolla, CAl and was used as a 0.5 M stock solution which 

was kept at -20". 

Computer software 

DNA sequences were transferred to files using 

Sequence Dude (ver. 3.31.88) which was provided by 

S. T. Abedon (University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ). 

Sequence analysis and restriction site mapping was 

accomplished using the DM5 programs (ver. 5.02) which 

were provided by D.W. Mount (University of Arizona, 

Tucson, AZ). Graphing and slope calculations were done 

with Graph (ver. 2.02) (MicroMath Scientific Software, 
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salt Lake city, UT). 

Growth and storage of bacteria and phage 

Bacteria were stored for short periods (3-6 months) 

on agar slants. Overnight cultures were grown from 

these slants by inoculating 25 ml Hershey broth with an 

inoculating loop using aseptic techniques. These cul

tures were grown in a water bath at 37" and were aerated 

by bubbling. Fresh overnights were usually grown for 

each experiment. For long-term storage 1 ml of a fresh 

overnight culture was mixed with 1 ml 50% glycerol in a 

1 dram vial which was then sealed with Parafilm™ and 

stored at -70". When it was necessary to recover a 

bacterial stock from long-term storage, a vial was 

removed from the -70" freezer and placed on ice to 

defrost. After 10-15 minutes the culture was melted and 

used to inoculate a fresh overnight. These vials were 

not refrozen but were replaced with an aliquot from the 

new overnight on the following day. 

Phage stocks were grown using a modification of the 

bottle lysate protocol (Adams 1959, pp.454-455). In 

this method 200 ml of Hershey broth was inoculated with 

0.1 ml of an overnight culture of E. coli permissive for 

the phage strain to be grown. The broth was also inocu

lated with about 104 phage. This culture was then grown 
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at 37° with aeration. Ideally the culture should be 

grown until it becomes turbid and then clears. This 

clearing signals the lysis of all infected cells and 

represents the highest concentration of phage. \vhen the 

culture is allowed to continue incubating, resistant 

mutants of E. coli will grow up. Phage can sometimes 

bind to these but not infect them. This can lead to a 

2-10 fold decrease in phage titer. However since it can 

take 8-12 hours for clearing to occur it was often more 

convenient to begin the lysate the evening before and 

recover the phage the next morning. Even though this 

often resulted in the growth of resistant E. coli, phage 

stocks of high concentration were usually obtained. 

After the culture was grown up, cell debris and any 

remaining cells were removed from the culture by cen

trifugation for 20 minutes at 5000 rpm in a G8A rotor 

(Sorvall, Wilmington, DE). The supernatent \.,ras recov

ered and phage were removed from it by centrifuging for 

2 hours at 15,000 rpm in an 8834 type rotor (Interna

tional Equipment Co., Needham Heights, MA). After 

pelleting, the phage were resuspended in a M9 salts 

solution (1 ml per centrifuge tube - usually seven). 

Resuspension took 4 hours at room temperature or over

night at 4°0 Finally the resuspended phage were centri

fuged for 8 minutes at 5000 rpm in an 8834 rotor to 
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remove the remaining cell debris. The supernatent con

taining the phage was recovered and stored at 4". 

stocks prepared in this way usually contained phage at a 

concentration in the 1011 phage/ml range and maintained 

high titers for 1-2 years. 

Phage used to start a bottle lysate were obtained 

from one of t\vO sources. Some stocks were grm,'n from 

old stocks whose titer had dropped too low to be usable. 

When phage mutant strains were obtained from the Bern

stein stock collection, their titers ordinarily were too 

low to start a bottle lysate. In this case a plaque 

(see below) was harvested from the petri dish by remov

ing it with a pasteur pipette and resuspending the 

resulting agar plug containing the plaque in 1-2 ml N9 

salts solution. Depending on the size of the plaque, 

104-105 phage could usually be obtained this way. This 

provided enough phage to test for phenotype (e.g. tem

perature sensitivity, amber suppression) as well as to 

start a bottle lysate. 

Soft agar overlay 

In all of the assays where survival was determined 

I used the soft agar overlay method in order to accu

rately measure the concentration of bacteria or phage in 

a sample (Adams 1959, pp. 450-451). This method 
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consists of diluting the sample of bacteria or phage to 

the point where 0.1-1 ml will contain a countable number 

of organisms (20-2000). This volume is added to 3-4 ml 

of top agar which has been melted and cooled to about 

45°. If phage are being titered then 0.2 ml of a plat

ing culture is also added. [A plating culture is a 

culture of permissive bacteria which are grown to log

phase and then centrifuged out of the media and resus

pended in 0.1 volume of M9 salts solution.] The top 

agar mixture is then poured onto a plate containing 

bottom agar and the entire plate is swirled to spread 

the top agar evenly across the plate. After 1 minute 

the top agar is hard and the plate can be inverted and 

placed in an incubator for growth. Although bacterial 

colonies or phage plaque are often visible within about 

six hours, plates are usually incubated overnight. 

[Phage plaques are analogous to bacterial colonies. The 

plating culture is high enough in titer to form a con

tinuous "lawn" of bacteria rather than discrete colo

nies. A single virus in this lawn will infect a cell 

and its progeny will diffuse through the agar to the 

surrounding bacteria. Subsequent rounds of infection 

and release will kill bacteria in a circular area leav

ing a clear hole in the lawn. This hole is the plaque 

and its size and other features are characteristic of 

-- -- - --------------
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the particular phage and host bacteria used just as 

colony morphology is characteristic of a strain of 

bacteria.] The next day colonies or plaques were count

ed using a colony counter (New Brunswick Scientific, New 

Brunswick, NJ). If a colony or plaque were to be saved 

(e.g. after transformation or to start a bottle lysate) 

a portion could be removed from the top agar using an 

inoculating needle or a pasteur pipette. 

Luria-Latarjet survival curves 

LL survival curves are generated in two stages. 

First the phage/cell complexes are generated. These are 

then UV irradiated and plated to measure survival. 

200 ml Hershey broth was inoculated with 0.5 ml of fresh 

overnight of each strain to be used for that experiment. 

Cells were grown to early log-phase (1 X 10B/ml ) at 37· 

with bubbling for aeration. [For tests of RAD50 comple

mentation using LL survival curves, IPTG was added at 

this time and-Lhe cells were allowed to continue incu

bating for 4 hours.] The cultures were spun down and 

resuspended in 50 ml M9 salts solution. This was re

peated twice. After the last centrifugation the cul

tures were resuspended in 25 ml M9 salts solution. This 

procedure produced log-phase cells at a concentration of 

about 1-2 X 109/ml . 

. - . __ .. _ ... _-----------



0.9 ml of the concentrated log-phase cells were 

mixed with 0.1 ml phage at a concentration of about 

5 X 107/ml, giving a multiplicity of infection of 
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5 X 10-3 . The phage/cell mixtures were allowed to sit 

at 37°. Under these conditions phage can infect a cell 

but because the cells are starved the phage cannot begin 

the infectious cycle (Benzer 1952). Phage were allowed 

to infect for a period necessary for 95% of the phage to 

adsorb. This required 10 minutes with E. coli 8/6/5 and 

15 minutes for other strains. The rate of adsorption 

was determined in control experiments by taking samples 

during this time and treating them with chloroform. 

This lyses infected cells but has no affect on free (not 

yet adsorbed) phage. Titering the free phage and com

paring this to the total number of infective centers 

(free phage and infected cells) gives the percentage of 

free phage. 

At the end of the adsorption period, 0.5 ml of the 

phage/cell complexes was removed from the tube and 

0.5 ml of 2X Hershey broth was added, starting the 

infectious cycle. The cultures were incubated at 37°. 

At various times 0.1 ml samples were removed from the 

culture and were diluted into 9.9 ml of ice-cold M9 

salts solution. The samples were kept on ice. This 

rapid cooling stopped the infectious cycle almost 

-- ------------------------ ----
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immediately. Furthermore, the 100-fold dilution into M9 

salts solution allowed the complexes to later be brought 

to room temperature (during UV irradiation) without any 

further growth. The diluted, cooled complexes are 

stable for several hours (Benzer 1952). 

To prevent photoreactivation, the remainder of the 

procedure was done in a darkened room under dim yellow 

light. The phage/cell complexes were titered and trans

ferred to a sterile 100 X 15 mm Petri dish. They were 

then UV irradiated at a rate of 1 J/m2/sec using the UV 

lamp described below. At various times during irradia

tion samples were taken and plated to titer for survi

vors using the soft agar overlay method. The plates 

were incubated at 37° overnight. Plates were usually 

counted the next day. When they could not be counted 

then, the plates were stored at 4° until they could be 

counted. 

Free phage survival after UV treatment was also 

determined. For this determination phage suspensions 

were diluted to 1 X 108/ml in M9 salts solution to a 

total volume of 1.5 mI. For convenience this suspension 

was first transferred to a 35 X 10 mm Petri dish and 

then titered. The remaining suspension in the Petri 

dish was then UV irradiated and samples were taken and 

plated after various periods of irradiation . 

. - .. _--_._--------------- ---. ---
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Hosts for Luria-Latarjet effect experiments 

Two types of phage mutants were used to determine 

gene product involvement in the LL effect - nonlethal 

mutations and conditionally lethal mutations. The 

strains with nonlethal phage mutations (v, wm' x and Ym) 

were grown on E. coli 8/6/5 which is a derivative of 

E. coli B and is a standard non-suppressing host. One 

conditionally lethal phage mutant, amNl16, a gene 39 

amber mutant, was also grown on E. coli S/6/5. Gene 39 

mutants will not grow at 25° (cold-sensitive) on non

suppressing hosts (Mufti and Bernstein 1974). However, 

they are able to grow at 37° where the host gyrase 

partially sUbstitutes for the defective topoisomerase 

(McCarthy 1979). The host gyrase does not fully substi

tute for the topisomerase (Miskimins et al. 1982), 

however, so that the topoisomerase's role in LL resist

ance could be tested using E. coli 8/6/5 as the host. 

All of the remaining conditionally lethal mutants 

(mutants defective in genes 32, 37, 41, 46, 47, or 49) 

were amber mutants. To grow these strains under par

tially restrictive conditions E. coli CR63, an amber 

suppressing host, was used. This strain carries the 

supD mutation which has been shown to suppress amber 

mutations with 28% efficiency (Garen 1968). This pro

vided a good balance of suppression (so that the phage 

---------- --.. ---
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could grow and form plaque) and restriction (so that the 

effect of the mutation could be observed) . 

Extraction of plasmid DNA 

Sufficient amounts of plasmid for the work done 

here were obtained from minipreparations of fresh over

night cultures using a modified version of the alkaline 

lysis protocol (Maniatus, Fritsch and Sambrook 1982, 

p.368). 1.5 ml of a fresh overnight culture was pellet

ed in a microcentrifuge (Model 59A, Fisher Scientific 

Co., Santa Clara, CAl by spinning for 2 minutes at 

10,000 rpm. The pellet was resuspended in 100 Ml of 

lysing buffer containing 50 roM glucose, 25 roM Tris-Cl, 

pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA and fresh lysozyme (5 mg/ml) and then 

incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. 200 MI of 

0.2 N NaOH with 1% SDS was then added and, after mixing, 

the mixture was placed on ice for 5 minutes to complete 

the cell lysis. The proteins and E. coli chromosome 

were then precipitated by adding 150 MI of ice cold 3 M 

sodium acetate with 2 M acetic acid and leaving the 

mixture on ice for 5 more minutes. Finally the precipi

tate with chromosomal DNA and protein was removed from 

suspension by centrifuging for 5 minutes at 4° in a 

microcentrifuge. The plasmid was then recovered from 

the supernatent using a Geneclean kit (BIO 101, Inc., La 

._. --_._--------------_._. --
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Jolla, CA). 

1 ml of the NaI solution in the kit was added to 

the supernatent followed by 10 ~l of the Glassmilk™ 

suspension. This last solution contains a suspension of 

a silica matrix which binds DNA when in a high salt 

solution (provided by the NaI). After allowing 5 

minutes for binding at room temperature the 

Glassmilk/DNA was precipitated by 5 seconds of centrifu

gation in a microcentrifuge. The pellet was washed 

three times with an ice cold solution of NEW (NaCl/ 

50% ethanol/water in Tris buffer, proportions unknown). 

To remove the last of the wash solution the pellet was 

compressed by centrifuging for 30 seconds and then the 

remaining wash solution was removed with a 5 ~l micropi

pette. The DNA was resuspended by washing the pellet 

twice with 15 ~l sterile ddH20 for three minutes each at 

50°. This procedure provided about 25 ~l of plasmid at 

a concentration of approximately 20-50 ~g/ml which was 

enough for most procedures. When more plasmid was 

needed, multiple samples were prepared in parallel 

because merely scaling up the procedure resulted in 

poorer yields. 

Subcloning of the RAD50 Gene 

pSG200 was the kind gift of Dr. Shoshanna Gottlieb. 

-- -------- --------------- ---
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It contains a 9.4 kb BamHI fragment of yeast DNA cloned 

into the YRp17 shuttle vector (Wagstaff, Gottlieb and 

Esposito 1986) (Figure 5). This fragment contains the 

RAD50 gene which is found entirely within a 4.8 kb 

EcoRI-HindIII fragment (S. Gottlieb, University of 

Chicago, Chicago, IL; E. Alani, Harvard University, 

cambridge, MA, personal communications). The plasmid 

was extracted from an overnight culture of LE392(pSG200) 

as described above and then was digested with the 

EcoRI/HindIII doublet. The product of this digestion 

were separated by electrophoresis on a 0.7% agarose 

(Seakem LE, FMC BioProducts, Rockland, ME)/5 roM Tris 

acetate (pH 8.0) minigel using a Hoeffer "MINNIE" aga

rose gel unit (Model HE 33, Hoeffer Scientific Instru

ments, San Francisco, CA). The gel was run at 150 V 

hours in 5 roM Tris-acetate buffer (TA) containing 0.25 

~g/ml ethidium bromide. At the completion of the run 

the bands were visualized using a long-wave (366 nm) UV 

lamp to minimize UV damage to the DNA. Fragment size 

was determined by comparison with h/HindIII and 

h/EcoRI/HindIII markers run in the same gel. The 4.8 kb 

band was cut out of the gel with a razor blade and 

stored in a sterile 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. 

Because the YRp17 plasmid which the RAD50 came in 

does not contain any E. coli expression elements it was 

.. - ... ------.------------ ---- ---
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necessary to transfer the RAD50 gene into an E. coli 

expression vector (Figure 5). The plasmid pUC19 was 

chosen for this. pUC19 is one of a series of plasmids 

designed to transform cells with high copy number and to 

provide a well controlled expression system (Yanisch

Perron, Vieira and Messing 1985). It contains the 

pBR322 origin of replication and ~-lactamase gene 

(ampicillin resistance). For expression in E. coli 

pUC19 contains the a fragment of the lacZ (~-galactosi

dase) and the lac operon operator/promoter site and 

repressor gene. The lacZ gene has been modified so that 

it contains a multiple cloning site. This contains 13 

restriction sites (including EcoRI and HindIII sites) 

within 57 bp while maintaining the continuity of the 

lacZ gene. using the multiple cloning site it is possi

ble to force the orientation of a wide variety of frag

ments with two different restriction ends (a second 

plasmid, pUC1B, has the identical multiple cloning site 

in the opposite orientation). 

pUC19 was obtained from Pharmacia LKB Biotechnolo

gy, Inc. (Picataway, NJ). After digestion with the 

EcoRI/HindIII doublet, linearized plasmid was separated 

from undigested plasmid on a 0.7% agarose/TA minigel as 

described above and this band was cut out of the gel. 

Both the pUC19 and RAD50 gel slices were put together 
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Figure 5. subcloning of RAD50 from pSG200 into pUC19. 
Restriction sites are E - EcoRI, Ha - HaeII, 
Hi - HindIII and P - PvuI. Arrows indicate approximate 
location and direction of transcription of genes. See 
text for detailed description. 
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and the DNA fragments were co-extracted using the Gene

clean system. This was done as described above except 

that the volume of NaI solution added was equal to 2-3 

times the volume of the gel slices. This mixture was 

incubated at 50° until the gel pieces were completely 

dissolved. The DNA was then extracted. Ligation reac

tions with the appropriate buffers and controls (ligase 

+ h/HindIII DNA) were set up with the extracted frag

ments and were run overnight. 

The next morning, an aliquot of the ligation mix

ture and the h/HindIII controls were run on a 0.7% 

agarose/TA gel for 150 V hours. If the controls were 

positive, E. coli JM101 was made competent using the 

CaCl/RbCl protocol (Maniatis, Fritsch and Sambrook 1982, 

pp. 252-253). These cells were then transformed with 

the remaining pUC19/RAD50 ligation and were plated on 

fresh Hershey plates containing 25 ~g/ml ampicillin. 

These plates were then incubated overnight at 37°. 

six of the colonies which grew up the next day were 

used to start overnights. The next day, plasmid was ex

tracted from 12 ml of each overnight using the alkaline 

lysis/Geneclean protocol. A portion of each extract was 

digested with HindIII. Digested and undigested extract 

was run on a 0.7% agarose/TA minigel. This showed that 

three of the transformants contained plasmids of the 
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correct size. Additional plasmid DNA was extracted from 

these three transformants and was digested with 

EcoRI/HindIII doublet. All three of these produced 

fragments of the size expected for the pUCI9/RAD50 

construct. These plasmids were designated pPHI00, 

pPH101 and pPHI02. 

Testing for expression of the RAD50 gene 

E. coli JMI0l(pPHI00,10I,102) were tested for 

expression of the RAD50 gene usLlg IPTG induction and 

analysis by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(SDS-PAGE). Cultures of each were grown to log-phase 

(cell concentration = 1-2 X 108/ml as indicated by cell 

count in a Petroff-Hauser counting chamber (C.A. Hausser 

and Son, Philadelphia, PA». IPTG was added to a final 

concentration of 5 mM. Incubation was continued and 

0.5 or 1 ml samples were taken at various times. The 

samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes in a microcentri

fuge. Cells were resuspended in ~ volume of lysing 

buffer and lysozyme and allowed to incubate 10 minutes 

at room temperature. An equal volume of 2X sample 

buffer (20% glycerol, 25% Tris-Cl (pH 6.8), 2% SDS, 

0.02% bromphenol blue) was added to each sample which 

was then placed in a 100· water bath for 5 minutes. 

Samples were then frozen or kept on ice until used. 

----------- --- ----
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Protein samples were analyzed by SOS-PAGE. The gel 

was a 10.5 cm 7% acrylamide gel (8.1 ml 1 M Tris-Cl 

(pH 8.8), 0.3 ml 10% SOS, 7 ml 29.2% acrylamide/ 

0.8% bis-acrylamide, 14.6 ml ddH20, 350 ~l 15 mg/ml 

ammonium persulfate (APS) , 50 ~l N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl 

ethylene diamine (TEMEO» with a 3 cm 4% acrylamide 

stacking gel (1.39 ml Tris-Cl (pH 6.8), 0.34 ml 10% SOS, 

1.33 ml 29.2% acrylamide/0.8% bis-acrylamide, 

6.94 ddH20, 125 ~l 15 mg/ml APS, 15 ~l TEMEO) poured 

using a vertical slab gel system (Model SE 400, Hoeffer 

Scientific Instruments). These gels were 1.5 mm thick. 

After pouring, the gel was positioned in the unit and 

running buffer (3.02 g Trizma base, 14.42 g glycine, 

10 ml 10% SOS per liter ddH20) was added to the reser

voirs. Gels were run for 1600 V hours. Protein weights 

were determined by comparison with molecular weight 

markers (8D8-7B, 8igma Chemical Co.). The marker mix

ture contained seven markers but the length of the run 

caused all but the three heaviest (fructose-6-phosphate 

kinase, MW ~ 84 kOi ,a-galactosidase, M\\I ~ 116 ]<Oi a 2 -

macroglobulin, MW ~ 180 kO) to run off the bottom of the 

gel. 

After the run the gel was transferred to a shallow 

pan to be stained. The gel was fixed for at least 20 

minutes in 50% methanol/12% acetic acid. It was then 
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washed three times for 10 minutes each in 10% ethanol/ 

5% acetic acid. The proteins were then oxidized with a 

solution of 0.1% K2cr207/0.021% nitric acid for 5 

minutes. After rinsing three times with distilled 

water, the gel was soaked in 0.12 M AgNo3 for 

30 minutes. The silver solution was then washed off the 

gel which was then soaked in a developer solution 

(0.28 M Na2C03/0.0185% formaldehyde). The developer was 

changed 3-4 times as necessary. When the bands were 

clearly visible, development was stopped by the addition 

of 1% acetic acid. Gels could be photographed at this 

time or dried. Drying was done by transferring the gel 

to filter backing paper (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, 

CA) and drying it with a gel dryer (Model 1125B, Bio-Rad 

Laboratories) at 80°. Ordinarily drying took about 3 

hours. 

construction of lacZ/RAD50 fusion protein 

The RAD50 gene contains a HaeII restriction site 

3-9 bp downstream of the start site. By using the 

sequences of the RAD50 gene and the multiple cloning 

site it was possible to design a 17 bp linker which 

satisfied all of the following requirements: i) the 

linker would join a HindIII cut (lacZ) to a HaeII cut 

(RAD50); ii) the linker would place the two genes in the 

- ---------------------
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same reading frame as well as code for linking amino 

acids for the fusion protein; iii) the linker would 

contain a restriction site unique in the resulting 

plasmid. This last requirement allowed the linker to be 

detected by restriction digest as well as simplifying 

the later digestion and ligation to remove multiple 

linker insertion. The linker and the resulting fusion 

region is shown in Figure 6. 

The linker was synthesized as two separate strands 

(a 17-mer and a 9-mer) using a Cyclone DNA synthesizer 

(Bioresearch, Inc., San Rafael, CA). Their concentra

tions were determined by measuring their uv absorbence 

at 260 nm. Each was diluted to about 10 ~g/ml with 

sterile ddH20. To make the linkers ligatable, each was 

treated with phage T4 polynucleotide kinase and 

5X forward reaction buffer (contained in a BRL 5' DNA 

terminus labeling kit) using the protocol of Ausubel 

et al. (1987, p.3.10.4). After they were phosphorylat

ed, the two strands were mixed together and the mixture 

heated to 90°. After heating for 5 minutes, the strand 

mixture was allowed to cool slowly for 1 hour to room 

temperature. This allowed the two strands to reanneal 

forming the complete linker. 

Extracted pPH100 DNA was linearized with HindIII. 

The linear DNA was separated from undigested plasmid by 

.. _ ... __ ._-------------
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A. pPHIOO sequence: 

Thr Met lIe Thr Pro Ser Ser Ala lIe 
ATG ACC ATG ATT ACG CCA AGC TTT GATIIGGC ATG AGC GeT ATC 
TAC TGG TAC TAA TGC GGT TCG AAA CTAIICCG TAC TCG CGA TAG 

~HindIII-j rHaen-j 
lacZ start RAD50 start 

B. Linker sequence: 

Ser Phe Ala Met Ser Al(a) 
AGC TTC GCG ATG AGC GC 

AG CGC TAC T 
Hindllli ~HaeII 

rNruI---j 

C. pPH205 sequence: 

Thr Met lIe Thr Pro Ser Phe Ala Met Ser Ala lIe 
ATG ACC ATG ATT ACG CCA AGC TTC GCG ATG AGC GCT ATC 
TAC TGG TAC TAA TGC GGT TCG AAG CGC TAC TCG CGA TAG 

~HindllI-j rHaelI-j 
rNruI---j 

Figure 6. Fusion protein linker design and sequence. 
A. The sequence of pPHIOO showing the region at the 
HindIII site of the multiple cloning site/4.8 kb RAD50 
fragment junction and the start site of the RAD50 gene. 
These two regions are 96 bp apart (indicated by II). B. 
The sequence of the synthetic linker showing the amino 
acids coded for by the linker as well as the two partial 
and the novel NruI restriction sites. C. The sequence 
of the junction region of the lacZ/RAD50 fusion protein 
showing the nine amino acids added on to the RAD50 
protein plus the first three amino acids of the RAD50 
protein. The three restriction sites delineating the 
linker are also indicated. 

- - - .. -- -.------------
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gel electrophoresis and the linear plasmid was extracted 

from the gel with Geneclean. After this the plasmid was 

treated with HaeII for 30 minutes to partially digest 

it. pPH100 has three HaeII sites but only the fragment 

cut at the site just downstream of the RAD50 start site 

would form the desired fusion protein. Plasmid cut at 

this site would be 7339 bp in length which was the 

largest possible partial digest product. The digest 

products were run on a 0.7% agarose/TA gel for 

300 V hours. During the gel run the position of the 

bands was checked so that all of the DNA fragments 

except the heaviest were run off the gel. This gave the 

greatest possible separation of the desired bands from 

the nearest bands - 7435 bp (HindIII cut only) and 

7198 bp (cut at wrong HaeII site). It was, of course, 

impossible to avoid these bands completely but later 

restriction mapping would screen for their presence. 

The 7339 bp band was then cut out of the gel and ex

tracted with Geneclean. 

The extracted plasmid was combined with the phosp

horylated linker and ligase and buffer were added. The 

ligation mixture was then incubated overnight at 12°. 

After checking the controls the next day, the ligation 

mixture was used to transform E. coli JM101 made compe

tent with the CaCl/RbCl protocol. The transformed cells 
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were then plated on Hershey agar/ampicillin plates and 

incubated at 37°. 

Five colonies were used to start overnight cul

tures. Plasmid extractions were carried out with 9 ml 

of each overnight culture. All five cultures had plas

mids (which were designated pPH200 through pPH204) of 

approximately the correct size but restriction analysis 

showed that only three had a HindIII site (see 

Figure 7). Further analysis found that all three also 

had a NruI site indicating the presence of the linker. 

Digestion of these three plasmids with PvuII shm.,red that 

one, pPH202, had all of the expected restriction sites. 

pPH202 was tested for expression of the RAD50 gene 

as described above but none was seen. One possible 

reason for this was that instead of a single linker 

recircularizing the pPHIOO plasmid, a multimer of link

ers could have done so. The majority of these would 

also change the reading frame for the RAD50 portion of 

the gene preventing expression. To remove any extra 

linkers, pPH202 DNA was extracted from an overnight 

culture and digested with an excess of NruI. The digest 

products were run on a 0.7% agarose/TA minigel to sepa

rate the plasmid from any linker fragments. The linear 

plasmid was extracted from the gel and ligated. Because 

NruI leaves blunt ends, the ligation was done at room 

---- ----------------
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E 

Ha 

Hi 

Figure 7. Restriction map of pPH205. This map also de
scribes pPH202 except that pPH202 may have had extra 
copies of the linker sequence. Restriction sites are 
E - EcoRI, Ha - HaeII, Hi - HindIII, N - NruI and 
P - PvuI. Arrow indicates the approximate location and 
direction of transcription of the fusion gene . 

. - . __ .... _-------------------- ---
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temperature to increase the ligase activity. E. coli 

JMIOI was transformed with the ligation products and 

four of the transformants were grown up. Of these four, 

two proved to have the desired product as indicated by 

restriction analysis. These two were designated pPH205 

and pPH206. pPH205 was then tested for expression of 

the lacZ/RAD50 fusion protein (see below). The plasmid 

was then transformed into various strains of E. coli to 

test for RADSO complementation. 

3SS-labelling of proteins 

One problem with using silver-staining to detect an 

induced protein is that silver-staining shows the total 

protein content of the cell rather than just those being 

produced at a given time. To detect those proteins I 

decided to use 35S pulse labeling and autoradiography. 

Cells were induced as before and 250 MI samples taken at 

various times after induction was started. Samples were 

transferred to 1.S ml eppendorf tubes and S Ml of 

Tran3SS-label™ (70% L-methionine[35sJ , lS% L-cys

teine[3SsJ , lS% unlabeled amino acids, specific activity 

~ 9 mci/ml, ICN Biochemicals, Inc., Irvine, CA) was 

added to each sample. The samples were then incubated 

for S minutes at 37°. The cells were then lysed as 

before and run on the same type of gel. After the gel 

._- .- ---------- ---------- -. ---
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run was completed the gel was fixed with 50% metha

nol/12% acetic acid for 1-2 hours and then dried. Some 

gels were rehydrated by soaking in distilled water for 

30 mi'nutes after fixing and then soaked in 1. 0 M sodium 

salicylate/ 0.5% glycerol before drying. Sodium salicy

late is a fluor that remains in the gel after drying and 

increases the sensitivity of the X-ray film to detect 

bands. After drying, X-ray film (XRP-l, Eastman Kodak 

Co., Rochester, NY) was laid on the gel and both were 

placed in an X-ray cassette (X-omatic, Eastman Kodak 

Co.) for 3 hours-3 days. The film was then developed in 

a Kodak RP X-OMAT X-ray film processor. Marker bands 

(Sigma SDS-7B markers are pre-stained and were visible 

throughout this process) were traced onto the film with 

a marking pen. 

In order to be sure that the band identified as the 

lacZ/RAD50 protein was not a breakdown product of earli

er proteins, proteins were continuously labelled with 

35S . Cells were grown as before. When they reached 

log-phase, 1.25 ml of each culture was transferred to a 

50 ml screw-cap tube. IPTG was added to a final concen

tration of 5 roM and 25 ~l of Tran35s-label was added to 

each culture. The tubes were then placed in a rotary 

water bath shaker and grown at 37°. 0.25 ml samples 

were taken at various times and the cells lysed as 

----------_._--- ----



described earlier. These samples were then run on a 

7% acrylamide gel as described above. 

UV sensitivity of pPH205-transformed E. coli 

93 

Both recA+ and recA- strains of E. coli were tested 

for enhanced survival due to induction of the RAD50 

protein. 5 ml cultures of Hershey broth were inoculated 

with E. coli JM101 (recA+), JM101(pUC19) and 

JM101(pPH205) from fresh overnight cultures. These were 

grown to early log phase and IPTG-induced for 4 hours as 

previously described. At the end of the induction 

period a 0.1 ml aliquot of each culture was centrifuged 

for 2 minutes in a microcentrifuge and resuspended in 1 

ml M9 salts solution. To minimize the effects of pho

toreactivation, the remainder of the protocol was done 

in a darkened room under yellow light. Each suspension 

was put in a 35 X 10 mm Petri dish and was titered. The 

suspensions were UV irradiated for various times and the 

survivors were titered using the soft-agar overlay 

method. Irradiation was performed using a General 

Electric G8T5 UV lamp with an aperture and at a distance 

so that the UV dose rate was 1 J/m2/sec. The same 

protocol was followed for the recA- strains except that 

the UV dose was adjusted to 0.2 J/m2/sec. 

----------~.-~--
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H20 2 sensitivity of pPH205-transformed E. coli 

E. coli JMI09 (recA-), JMI09(pUC19) and 

JMI09(pPH205) were tested for sensitivity to H20 2 . 

cultures of all three strains were grown and induced as 

described for the UV sensitivity protocol. At the end 

of the induction period, 50 ~l of each culture was 

centrifuged and resuspended in 5 ml M9 salts solution. 

CUS04 was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. 

Each culture was titered and a small volume (50-100 ~l 

depending on dose) of 1 M H202 was added. 0.1 ml ali

quots were taken at various times and transferred to 

9.9 ml of M9 salts solution containing approximately 

1000 units of catalase. Samples were allowed to sit for 

5 minutes at room temperature to allow the catalase to 

act and then were placed on ice. Survivors were titered 

on Hershey plates using soft agar overlay and were 

incubated at 37°. 

in vivo recombination assay 

To determine if the RAD50 protein could complement 

recA- strains of E. coli for recombination, the JC14604 

system was used. This strain of E. coli is tetracycline 

resistant, recA-, and lacZ-. It is the lactose operon 

that allows this strain to be used in a recombination 

assay. E. coli JC14604 contains two copies of the lac 

-------------- ---
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operon (Resnick and Nelson 1988). The normal lac operon 

contains the lacMS2860811 deletion, a small deletion in 

the distal region of the lacZ gene (zieg, Maples and 

Kushner 1978, Resnick and Nelson 1988). In addition it 

has a second copy of the operon which has been placed in 

the genome. This copy of the lac operon contains a 

deletion in the proximal region of lacZ, designated BK1. 

These two deletions do not overlap so that recombination 

between them can produce a functional lacZ gene restor

ing the normal lac+ phenotype. Since E. coli JC14604 is 

recA- it normally cannot accomplish this. If it is 

transformed by a plasmid containing a gene which comple

ments the missing recA protein activity then the trans

formed strain becomes recombination proficient and 

(depending on the efficiency of complementation) some 

cells will become lactose-fermenting. 

Lactose fermentation ability can be assessed by 

growing cells on a media (such as MacConkey agar) con

taining neutral red indicator dye (Difco Manual 1984, 

pp. 546-551). This dye is converted from a colorless 

form to a red colored form by the pH change caused by 

lactose fermentation. Thus lacZ- strains produce white 

colonies on MacConkey agar while lacZ+ colonies are a 

deep red color. 

In this assay, E. coli JC14604 and transformed 
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strains of JC14604 which had been induced with IPTG as 

usual, were streaked onto MacConkey agar plates supple

mented with the appropriate antibiotics and 5 roM IPTG. 

The plates were incubated at 30· (to slow drying of the 

agar) for 4-5 days. They were checked each day for the 

appearance of red papillae (since the cell which under

went recombination to become lac+ was rarely the found

ing cell of the colony, only a portion of each colony 

was lac+). 

Besides looking for spontaneous recombination, this 

assay was also used to look for DNA damage-induced 

recombination. H202 has been shown to induce a repair 

pathway which is dependent on recombination activity 

(Ananthaswamy and Eisenstark 1977). The induction of 

this type of repair pathway is usually accompanied by an 

increase in recombination throughout the genome. Each 

of the strains of JC14604 was treated with 5 ~I H202 for 

10, 20, 30 and 40 minutes. After treatment, each was 

streaked onto plates and incubated as before . 

. _--------- .--. ---
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RESULTS 

The Genetics of the Luria-Latarjet Effect 

Development of LL resistance by phage T4D 

To provide a baseline for the mutant studies de

scribed below, as well as to confirm that my system gave 

the same results as previous studies, I began by measur

ing the development of LL resistance by phage T4D in

fecting E. coli S/6/5 and E. coli CR63. Figure 8 shows 

the development of LL resistance on E. coli S/6/5. It 

shows that after 1 minute after infection there is some 

increase in UV resistance. This resistance stays about 

the same at 4 minutes after infection. At 7 minutes 

after infection the survival curve becomes biphasic 

indicating a mixed population of infective centers. One 

population is still relatively sensitive to UV as the 

entire population was at 1 and 4 minutes after infec

tion. The other population is more much resistant to 

UV; its slope is similar to those seen later in the 

infection. I interpret this resistant subpopulation at 7 

minutes to be due to DNA replication which begins at 

about 5 minutes after infection. These 2 minutes of 

replication are enough time to replicate 180,000 bp from 

.---------.. - .. ---
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Figure 8. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by phage T4D infecting E. coli S/6/5. Each 
curve represents the survival of phage/cell complexes 
sampled at different times after infection was begun by 
the addition of 2X Hershey broth. The number next to 
the curve indicates the time after infection in minutes 
when the sample was taken. surviving fraction is calcu
lated as the viable count at a given dose of UV divided 
by the viable count at 0 J/m2 UV. Each point represents 
the mean of three experiments and error bars were calcu
lated as the standard error of the mean. This is true 
for all subsequent figures showing survival curves 
unless otherwise indicated. 
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a single origin of replication (750 n'tides/sec X 120 

sec X 2 (bidirectional replication) = 180,000) (McCarthy 

et al. 1976). Since phage T4 often utilizes more than 

one primary origin of replication this is enough time to 

complete the first round of replication. Thus at 7 

minutes after infection most of the infected cells 

contain genomes that are partially or completely dupli

cated. I will relate this to DNA repair below. 

At 10 minutes after infection the maximal resist

ance is nearly reached. There again appears to be a 

single population, all resistant at this time. By 

13 minutes after infection, UV resistance has reached 

its maximum value. UV resistance remains unchanged at 

16 and 19 minutes after infection and then shows some 

decrease at 22 minutes after infection. This decrease 

has been shown to occur because of packaging of DNA into 

virion particles (Symonds 1957). Once DNA is packaged, 

it is unable to participate in DNA repair. Essentially, 

there is no difference between a completed virion within 

an infected cell and a free phage, especially in terms 

of DNA repair. The decrease in resistance at 22 minutes 

after infection represents phage/cell complexes in which 

the bulk of the DNA is already packaged and whose re

maining resistance depends on being able to complete the 

following steps in the remaining unpackaged DNA: 

- ------------------------- ---
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i) repair the UV-induced damage; ii) package the 

repaired DNA; and iii) complete virion assembly before 

the cell lyses (Symonds 1957). 

I also determined the development of LL resistance 

on E. coli CR63 which is the other host used in this 

study. This was especially important because the latent 

period of phage T4 (the time between infection and 

lysis) is probably about 35-40 minutes rather than 

25-30 minutes as on E. coli S/6/5 (H. Bernstein, Univer

sity of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, personal communication). 

The reason for this is not known; nor is it known wheth

er the stages of infection are equally extended through

out the extended latent period. Figure 9A shows the 

development of LL resistance by phage T4D on E. coli 

CR63 during the first 22 minutes of infection. This 

shows that LL resistance development is not delayed, 

instead it appears at the same rate as on E. coli S/6/5. 

Where there is a difference is in the later part of the 

infection (Figure 9B). When phage T4D infects E. coli 

8/6/5, LL resistance decreases at 22 minutes after 

infection but when it infects E. coli CR63 an analogous 

decrease is not seen until 31 minutes after infection. 

This indicates that the reason the latent period is 

extended in phage T4 infections on E. coli CR63 is that 

packaging of DNA is delayed or extended. DNA synthesis, 

----------"- -"--
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Figure 9. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by phage T4D infecting E. coli CR63. Each 
curve represents the survival of phage/cell complexes 
sampled at different times after infection had begun. 
The number next to the curve indicates the time after 
infection in minutes when the sample was taken. A and B 
show development of resistance of the same infections 
when irradiation was carried out at the times after 
infection indicated. This figure and most of the other 
figures which are divided into two parts are divided 
because of a limitation of the graphing software which 
can place no more than 10 curves on a single graph. 

---------- -- -'--
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on the other hand appears to start at the same time as 

in infections of E. coli S/6/5. 

Before discussing the role of various genes in the 

development of LL resistance I wish to state a caveat 

concerning the timing of repair. I will be referring to 

a repair pathway as actually repairs the damage at that 

time. Instead the actual repair event repairing damage 

which occurs at a particular time after infection. This 

does not mean that the repair pathway may take place 

later in the infection. Consider PRRR. Since PRRR is a 

recombinational repair pathway, it requires a second 

genome which is supplied by the first round of replica

tion. This means that PRRR cannot actually occur until 

after about 7 minutes of infection. If I were to say 

that PRRR is repairing damage which occurs in the 

1 minute complexes, this does not mean that PRRR is re

pairing damage 1 minute after infection. Rather the 

damage remains until after the first round of replica

tion when PRRR acts. In a mutant phage deficient in 

PRRR, the damage could remain unrepaired and the damaged 

DNA would be unable to become part of a viable progeny 

phage. This would be seen as a decrease in LL resist

ance of the 1 minute complex. 
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LL resistance development by a phage T4 uvsX mutant 

The uvsX protein is required for recombination and 

recombinational repair. Figure 10 shows the development 

of LL resistance by a phage uvsX- mutant grown on 

E. coli S/6/5. It shows that there is development of LL 

resistance at 1 minute after infection just as by \vild

type phage T4D. As the infectious process continues, 

there is some increase in LL resistance but the maximum 

LL resistance is much lower than that of phage T4D. 

This indicates that repair of damage to the 13 minute 

complexes is very sensitive to reduced recombination 

levels. This finding indicates that this repair is 

recombinational repair. Finally the resistance remains 

at the same level throughout the remainder of the infec

tion. Unlike phage T4D infections, the resistance does 

not decrease at 22 minutes after infection. This sug

gests that packaging is delayed in phage uvsX infec

tions. 

LL resistance development by a phage T4 gene 47- mutant 

The 47 gene of phage T4 encodes a DNA nuclease 

which is essential for recombination but also is in

volved in DNA replication (Warner and Snustad 1983). 

Figure 11 shows the LL resistance development of phage 

T4 aroNOll, a gene 47- amber mutant, when infecting , 
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Figure 10. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by a phage T4 uvsX- mutant infecting E. coli 
8/6/5. Each curve represents the survival of phage/cell 
complexes sampled at different times after infection had 
begun. The number next to the curve indicates the time 
after infection in minutes when the sample was taken, A 
and B show development of resistance of the same infec
tions when irradiation was carried out at the times 
after infection indicated. The data on phage T4D infec
tion of E. coli 8/6/5 are taken from the experiments 
shown in Figure 14. These same data will be plotted in 
all figures in which E. coli 8/6/5 is the host . 
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Figure 11. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by a phage T4 47- mutant infecting E. coli 
CR63. Each curve represents the survival of phage/cell 
complexes sampled at different times after infection had 
begun. The number next to the curve indicates the time 
after infection in minutes when the sample was taken. A 
and B show development of resistance of the same infec
tions when irradiation was carried out at the times 
after infection indicated. The data on phage T4D infec
tion of E. coli CRG3 are taken from the experiments 
shown in Figure 14. These same data will be plotted in 
all figures in which E. coli CRG3 is the host. 
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E. coli CR63. Unlike phage uvsX- or T4D, the 47 mutant 

does not develop much resistance during the first few 

minutes of infection. Some LL resistance does develop 

at 10 minutes and increases at 13 minutes. In contrast 

with phage T4D and uvsX- UV resistance in the 47- mutant 

infection continues to increase at 16 and 19 minutes 

with a no further increase at 22 minutes. At no point 

however does the resistance ever become as great as that 

of phage T4D at 13 minutes. 

The reduced development of LL resistance before 

7 minutes of infection indicates a role for the 47 

protein in repairing damage which occurs at these times. 

I will be discussing this in more detail later in con

junction with the results of the 46- mutant's effect on 

LL resistance. In the later development of LL resist

ance, the decrease relative to the phage T4D maximum 

indicates a role for the 47 gene product in LL resist

ance and strengthens the idea that damage which occurs 

during this part of the infection is repaired by recom

binational repair. 

The continued increase in LL resistance development 

past 13 minutes in the 47- mutant infections is unique 

among the strains studied for LL resistance development. 

Most likely it occurs because suppression of the amber 

mutation is partial in this system. It may be that the 
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amount of available 47 protein acts at a rate limiting 

step in recombinational repair (the 46/47 nuclease opens 

the gap that is required for strand invasion in recombi

nation). Thus, as more of the 47 protein is made, the 

amount of recombination that can occur would increase. 

This delayed production, as well as the fact that the 

maximum LL resistance is less than that of T4D, both 

indicate a role for 47 in the later part of LL resist

ance. 

LL resistance development by a phage T4 denV- mutant 

The denV gene codes for the endonuclease V protein 

of phage T4. This has both glycosylase and AP endonu

clease activities and has a key role in removing pyrimi

dine dimers from DNA, initiating excision and recombina

tional repair (Friedberg 1985, pp. 175-184). Figure 12 

shows the development of LL resistance by a phage T4 

denV- mutant. There is almost no development of LL 

resistance at 1 or 4 minutes after infection. By 7 

minutes of infection there is a dramatic increase in 

resistance. Although it is not as well defined in these 

curves as for phage T4D, there appears to be a biphasic 

curve at 7 minutes indicating a mixed population of 

resistant and sensitive infective centers. The LL 

resistance continues to increase for the next six 

--- ---- ._-----------------
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Figure 12. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by a phage T4 denV- mutant infecting E. coli 
8/6/5. Each curve represents the survival of phage/cell 
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begun. The number next to the curve indicates the time 
after infection in minutes when the sample was taken. A 
and B show development of resistance of the same infec
tions when irradiation was carried out at the times 
after infection indicated. 
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minutes, reaching a maximum at 13 minutes. It remains 

at around this level for the remainder of the infection. 

As with the UVSX- mutant, there is no significant de

crease in resistance at 22 minutes possibly indicating a 

delay in packaging. 

Because the denV- mutant infection develops practi

cally no LL resistance before the first round of repli

cation is completed, the denV gene must play a crucial 

role in the mechanism of development of the early por

tion of LL resistance. This strongly implies that 

excision repair can repair much of the damage caused by 

UV irradiation of the 1 and 4 minute complexes. That 

the post-replicative portion of the LL resistance in the 

denV- mutant infection is less than T4D's indicates a 

role for endonuclease V in repair of DNA damage to the 

later complexes also. However, the 13 minute curve for 

the denV- mutant shows the highest resistance of ar.y 

mutant strain discussed so far (note the expanded X-axis 

and see Figures 26 and 27) which implies that the role 

of gene denV is less than that of gene uvsX or gene 47. 

This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that 

the post-replicative part of the development of LL 

resistance is primarily due to recombinational repair. 

- -- ------------------------- ---
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LL resistance development by a phage T4 gene 37- mutant 

As a negative control for these LL experiments with 

mutant phage I used a phage amber mutant defective in 

gene 37. This is a late gene encoding the distal por

tion of the tail fiber. The gene 37 protein determines 

binding of the phage to the E. coli membrane and mis

sense mutations in this gene can cause a change in host 

range. Thus the gene has no role in phage T4 DNA metab

olism or repair and should have no effect on LL resist

ance development. Figure 13 shows the development of LL 

resistance by phage T4 amN91, a gene 37 mutant, infect

ing E. coli CR63. As expected, it developed LL resist

ance in a manner very similar to wild-type phage T4D 

infecting E. coli CR63 (Figure 9). There is a slight 

delay in reaching the maximum survival level but this is 

well within the range of variation seen with this sys

tem. This indicates that the changes seen with the 

other mutants are due to the specific nature of the 

mutations, rather than to a general effect that any 

mutation might have. 

LL resistance of phage T4D 

on E. coli 8/6/5 and E. coli CR63 

From the results just presented I decided that it 

was not necessary to measure the development of LL 
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Figure 13. Development of LL resistance against uv 
irradiation by a phage T4 37- mutant infecting E. coli 
CR63. Each curve represents the survival of phage/cell 
complexes sampled at different times after infection had 
begun. The number next to the curve indicates the time 
after infection in minutes when the sample was taken. A 
and B show development of resistance of the same infec
tions when irradiation was carried out at the times 
after infection indicated. 

-------------- ---
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resistance over the majority of the infection. Instead 

it appeared that if I measured LL resistance at 1 minute 

and 13 minutes after infection and determined the uv 

resistance of the free phage, it would be possible to 

determine whether or not a mutant was involved in the 

pre- and post-replication portions of LL resistance. An 

immediate benefit of this approach was that it became 

possible to increase the number of data points defining 

each curve which allows more precise curve fitting. 

Figure 14 shows these UV survival curves for phage 

T4D infecting E. coli 8/6/5 and E. coli CR63. In this 

figure the difference between the LL resistance at 1 

minute and at 13 minutes can be seen clearly. When 

phage T4D infects E. coli CR63, about 14 times more UV 

irradiation is needed to inactivate 99% of the 13 minute 

phage/cell complex~s than is needed to inactivate 99% of 

the 1 minute complexes (840 vs 60 J/m2). This amount of 

irradiation (840 J/m2) is approximately 24 times that 

needed to inactivate 99% of the free phage (35 J/m2) . 

A phage lethal hit (plh) is the dose of UV needed 

to give an average of one lethal hit to each free phage 

in the population and is measured as the dose causing 

37% survival. To get 99% inactivation takes about 3.7 

plh for the free phage, 6.4 plh for the 1 minute 

complexes and 89.5 plh for the 13 minute complexes. 

---------- ----- ---
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One, or the other, of these sets of curves is used 

as the control for each of the remaining experiments. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 uvsX- mutant 

on E. coli S/6/5 

Figure 15 shows a comparison of the phage x mutant 

with T4D. As was seen in the curves showing LL resist

ance development by this mutant (Figure 10), the uvsX

free phage and 13 minute complexes both have lower 

resistance than their phage T4D counterparts. In addi

tion, it is now clear that uvsX- mutant phage have 

moderately lower survival in the 1 minute complexes than 

the 1- minute wild-type complexes. The uvsX protein has 

not been shown to be involved in excision repair so this 

indicates that a second repair pathway is able to repair 

damage which occurs early in the infection. An obvious 

choice for this is post-replication-recombinational

repair (PRRR), a choice which I will argue for later. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 denV- mutant 

on E. coli S/6/5 

Figure 16 presents the LL resistance curves for 

phage T4 denV- compared with T4D. It shows that there 

very little increase in LL resistance at 1 minute after 

infection and a moderate drop 13 minutes after infec

tion. This confirms what was seen in Figure 12. Since 

---------- ---- ---. -. -------------.--- - - -------
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endonuclease V (the denV product) is essential for 

excision repair, the small increase in LL resistance at 

1 minute after infection (if not due to leakiness of the 

mutation) indicates the action of a second pathway to 

repair damage which occurs at this time. Given the re

sults of the previous section this is likely to be a 

recombinational repair path\vay. 

The decrease in LL resistance in the 13 minute 

phage/cell complexes by T4 denV- is indicative of phage 

T4's economy of gene function. As was mentioned in the 

discussion of excision repair in the Introduction, 

endonuclease V mutants show decreased levels of recombi

national repair. This probably occurs because the AP 

sites created by the protein act as initiators of recom

binational repair. with fewer AP sites there is less 

recombinational repair. This result, then, is consist

ent with the idea that the repair of damage to the 

post-replicative complexes is largely due to recombina

tiona! repair. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 uvsW mutant 

on E. coli 8/6/5 

The precise function of the uvsW protein is not 

known. strains deficient in this protein are recombina

tion deficient and UV sensitive (Mosig and Eiserling 
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1988). The uvsW- mutation also suppresses some muta

tions in genes 46 and 59, both of which have DNA arrest 

phenotypes (DNA synthesis begins but then ceases abrupt

ly a few minutes later and no progeny are formed). It 

has been proposed that the uvsW protein may have a role 

in strand uptake during recombination which would mean 

that it acts with the uvsX and uvsY proteins. However, 

such a relationship has not been demonstrated (Bernstein 

and Wallace 1983). Nevertheless it has been clearly 

shown that the uvsW protein is needed for recombination 

and recombinational repair. 

Figure 17 shows the results of measuring LL resist

ance of a uvsW mutant and T4D at 1 minute and 13 minutes 

after infection. There is a decrease in LL resistance 

in both the 1 and 13 minute survival curves. This 

implies a role for recombination in both the pre- and 

post-replication portions of LL resistance. These 

results are very similar to those obtained with the 

uvsX- mutant. 

LL resistance of phage T4 a uvsY mutant 

on E. coli 8/6/5 

The uvsY protein is an accessory protein of the 

uvsX protein. Together (and possibly with the uvsW 

protein) they act as the phage T4 equivalent of the 

.-.. - -- -_ .. _-------------
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E. coli recA protein. Like the uvsX- and uvsW- mutants, 

the uvsY- mutant is deficient in recombination and is UV 

sensitive. Figure 18 shows a comparison of the LL 

resistance of phage T4D and Ym (uvsY-). The LL resist

ance of uvsY- mutant is similar to that of the uvsW- and 

uvsX- mutants. This bolsters the hypothesis that recom

binational repair can overcome damage that occurs at any 

time in infection. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 39 mutant 

on E. coli 8/6/5 

The phage T4 gene 39 product is one of the three 

subunits of the phage topoisomerase (Miskimins et al. 

1982). It introduces and then reseals double-strand 

breaks in DNA when changing the helicity of the DNA. 

This property makes the phage topoisomerase a type II 

topoisomerase. The complete topoisomerase is required 

for both primary and secondary initiation of replication 

(although it is not required for recombination itself) 

(Mosig and Eiserling 1988). However at 37" the host DNA 

gyrase can partially substitute for the phage topoiso

merase (McCarthy 1979). In addition to its role in DNA 

replication, the topoisomerase is also required for 

multiplicity reactivation but not PRRR (Bernstein and 

Wallace 1983). 
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The ability of the host gyrase to sUbstitute for 

the topoisomerase means that the gene 39 amber mutant 

arnNl16 could be grown and tested for LL resistance on 

the nonsuppressing host E. coli S/6/5. Figure 19 shows 

the results of this experiment. As will be seen with 

nearly all of the other partially suppressed amber 

mutants, there is no difference between the mutant and 

wild type free phage. The 13 minute complexes show 

quite clearly that the topoisomerase is required for the 

late development of LL resistance. These results also 

indicate a role for recombinational repair. 

The results with the 1 minute complexes are more 

ambiguous. At lm.,rer doses of UV it appears that there 

is some decrease in LL resistance. But at the higher 

doses LL resistance appears to be more similar to the 

phage T4D curve. A best fit line for this set of data 

(see below) produces a similar curve to that for the 

wild-type phage 1 minute complexes. Because of this I 

conclude that there is no requirement for the topoiso

merase for the early development of LL resistance. 

Since the topoisomerase is not required for excision 

repair or PRRR, this is consistent with the idea that 

both excision repair and PRRR are able to repair damage 

to the phage genome which occurs early in infection. 
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LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 32 mutant 

on E. coli eR63 
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Gene 32 of phage T4 codes for the phage single

strand DNA binding protein. This protein protects 

single-strand regions of DNA during replication and 

recombination and also can destabilize double-strand 

DNA, promoting strand separation during these processes. 

These roles in replication and recombination mean that 

gene 32 mutants are deficient in both excision and 

recombinational repair. Figure 20 shows the comparison 

of phage T4D and T4 mutant amA453 (32-) with respect to 

LL resistance. The LL resistance of the 13 minute 32-

mutant complexes is moderately lower than that of the 13 

minute wild-type complexes. Also there may be a small 

decrease in the resistance of the 1 minute 32 mutant 

complexes. Because the gene 32 protein is inVOlved in 

both recombinational repair and replication the observa

tion of reduced late LL resistance is consistent with 

the idea that recombinational repair is involved in the 

development of LL resistance. An unusual aspect of this 

set of survival curves is that the free phage are more 

uv sensitive than the wild-type phage T4D. None of the 

other amber mutants, when treated with UV as free phage 

showed any increased sensitivity. This may be due to 

the fact that the other gene products (39, 41, 46, 47 

------------"---
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and 49) are catalytic while the single-strand binding 

protein acts stoichiometrically. Thus a reduction in gp 

32 activity may have more of a deleterious effect than a 

comparable reduction in activity of the other gene 

products. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 41 mutant 

on E. coli eR63 

The product of gene 41 is one of the two subunits 

of the primase which forms RNA primers during lagging 

strand synthesis. It also has a helicase activity that 

is apparently used to unwind the DNA helix ahead of the 

replication fork. These activities are required for DNA 

synthesis, including both primary initiation synthesis 

and repair synthesis. 

Figure 21 shows the results of LL resistance meas

urements of phage T4D and amN05 (41-). Both the 

1 minute and 13 minute complexes of the 41 mutant have 

reduced LL resistance compared to the wild-type phage. 

The 1 minute 41- mutant complexes are virtually identi

cal to the free 41- mutant phage. At 13 minutes after 

infection the survival curve is still biphasic with the 

resistant fraction showing about the same resistance as 

that of wild-type phage T4D (as indicated by the appar

ently parallel slopes). I interpret this to mean that 

.-.. - . __ ._---------------_. ----. ---
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the 41 protein is not involved in the repair of damage 

formed after the first round of replication is complete 

but that it is needed to complete that first round of 

replication. In addition it is also needed for the 

pre-replication part of LL resistance. The strong 

requirement for 41 protein in the 1 minute complexes 

supports a larger role for recombinational repair over 

that of excision repair in this stage of LL resistance 

since the 41 product has been shown to be required for 

recornbinational repair but is not required for excision 

repair (Bernstein and Wallace 1983). Also peculiar is 

the apparent dispensability of the 41 product to about 

15% of the complexes present at 13 minutes after infec

tion. The gene 41 protein has been shown to be required 

for recombinational repair. What may be occurring in 

this case is that the partially restrictive conditions 

are not restrictive enough to cause a reduction in 

recornbinational repair. since only one copy of the 

protein is needed for each replication fork, it may be 

that those complexes which have enough of the 

primase/helicase to finish their first rounds of repli

cation have enough of the protein for full or nearly 

full recombinational repair activity. 



LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 46- mutant 

on E. coli CR63 
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The product of gene 46 along with that of gene 47 

interact to form an exonuclease which is essential for 

DNA replication, recombination and recombinational 

repair. This exonuclease also has a role in host DNA 

degradation. Figure 22 presents the comparison between 

phage T4D and a phage T4 46- mutant, amNG37. This shows 

that LL resistance of the 1 minute mutant complexes and 

uv resistance of the free 46- phage are the same as the 

phage T4D controls. LL resistance is moderately lower 

in the 13 minute complexes relative to T4D. This indi

cates that the 46/47 exonuclease is involved in the 

later development of LL resistance. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 47 mutant 

on E. coli CR63 

Figure 23 shows the comparison of the LL resistance 

of the 47- mutant amN011 with T4D for LL resistance. As 

was seen in Figure 11, LL resistance in both the 1 and 

13 minute complexes is strongly reduced compared to the 

phage T4D controls. This reduction is much greater than 

was observed with the 46 mutant. This indicates a very 

large role for the 47 gene product in both the early and 

late development of LL resistance. As with the majority 

---------------- ----
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of the genes examined so far, this supports the hypothe

sis that recombinational repair is able to repair damage 

which happens at any time during infection and contrib

utes to both the early and later development of LL 

resistance. 

A trivial explanation for the differing results 

between the 46- and 47- mutants is that it is due to 

varying amounts of expression by these particular gene 

46 and 47 mutants. qifferences in expression might be 

due to differences in suppression of the amber codons 

present, respectively, in the 46- and 47 mutants by the 

amber suppressor present in E. coli CR63. A more inter

esting possibility is that there is a real difference 

between the two genes. To date, mutants defective in 

the two genes have behaved similarly in most assays. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 49- mutant 

on E. coli CR63 

Endonuclease VII, the product of the phage T4 gene 

49, is able to resolve Holliday structure recombination 

intermediates as well as the single-branch structures 

seen in the DNA of phage T4 infected cells (Mizuuchi 

et ale 1982, Minagawa et ale 1983). It is required for 

efficient recombination (Miyazaki, Ryo and Minagawa 

1983) but is dispensable for multiplicity reactivation 

--.. - --_ ... _--------------- --_. ---
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(Hyman 1983). A role in PRRR has not been determined. 

Figure 24 shows the comparison of the LL resistance of a 

49- mutant and T4D. There is no difference in the LL 

resistance of the 1 minute complexes. For the 13 minute 

complexes there may be some reduction. However, given 

the magnitude of the standard error of these data it is 

not clear if this reduction is significant. Taking the 

slopes discussed below into account, it appears that 

gene 49 is not directly involved in LL resistance devel

opment. 

LL resistance of a phage T4 gene 37 mutant 

on E. coli eR63 

Figure 25 shows the comparison of the LL resistance 

of a gene 37 mutant (amN91) and phage T4D. As dis

cussed above, gene 37 encodes a tail fiber protein. 

This mutant serves as a negative control since it is a 

structural protein which is not involved in DNA metabo

lism. As can be seen in Figure 25, there is no signifi

cant difference between the mutant and T4D survival 

curves with respect to the 1 minute and 13 minute com

plexes. 

-... --- ._---------------
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comparison of LL resistance curves 

Figure 26A shows a comparison of the survival 

curves of the 1 minute complexes when E. coli S/6/5 \,'as 

the host for infections. Figure 26B shows the survival 

curves of the 1 minute complexes with E. coli CR63. 

This way of plotting the curves allows an easier com

parison of the effect of the various mutations. From 

these figures it can be seen that the mutants defective 

in genes denV, uvs~~, uvsX, uvsY, 41 and 47 have reduced 

levels of LL resistance. There is also a slight lower

ing in the LL resistance of the gene 32 mutant. Mutants 

defective in genes 39, 46 and 49 have no such reduction. 

Figure 27 shows analogous comparisons for the 13 

minute complexes with E. coli S/6/5 and CR63. Here it 

can be seen that the LL resistance of most mutants 

except for the gene 49 mutant is much lower compared to 

LL resistance of the wild-type phage T4D. The mutants 

appear to fall into three groups. The first group 

contains only the gene 49 mutant which has only a slight 

reduction of LL resistance compared to phage T4D. The 

second group of mutants has a moderate lowering of LL 

resistance. Mutants defective in genes denV, 32, 39, 41 

and 46 can be placed in this group_ In the last group 

are the mutants that demonstrate the most severe lower

ing of LL resistance. These are the phage mutants 
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defective in genes uvsW, uvsX, uvsY and 47. The last 

group involves gene functions with a central role in 

recombination and recombinational repair. The interme

diate group includes two genes with a likely central 

role in recombination and recombinational repair, genes 

32 and 46, as well as genes with a less central role or 

no direct role in recombination and recombinational 

repair, genes denV, 39 and 41. The gene 49 mutant has 

been shown to have no role in recombinational repair. 

RAD50 complementation 

Although the results of the RAD50 complementation 

experiments were negative, the experiments did illus

trate some aspects of recombinational repair in an 

organism other than phage T4 and showed how the LL 

effect could be used to explore other systems. Also the 

expression of the RAD50 gene in an E. coli system has 

never been demonstrated before this work. 

Expression of the lacZ/RAD50 fusion protein 

Before testing for complementation with the RAD50 

gene, it was necessary to identify the timing of expres

sion of the fusion protein. To do this I extracted 

35S-1abelled proteins from the E. coli strain carrying 
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the lacZ/RAD50 fusion gene plasmid (JM101(pPH205» as 

well as the same strain with no plasmid (JM101) and this 

strain transformed with the pUC19 vector with no insert 

(JM101(pUC19» as described in the previous chapter. 

Figure 28 shows an autoradiograph of pulse-labelled 

proteins from E. coli JM101, JM101(pUC19) and 

JM101(pPH205) after IPTG induction. It shows the ap

pearance of a new band three hours after the start of 

induction in the E. coli JM101(pPH205) proteins. Based 

on the migration distance this protein has an apparent 

molecular weight of 144 kD. This is in good agreement 

with the molecular weight of 154 kD predicted by the 

amino acid sequence of the RAD50 protein plus the eight 

amino acids from the lacZ leader. 

At the same time the RAD50 protein is synthesized 

in large amounts much of the normal protein synthesis is 

being repressed. In Figure 28 this can be seen in the 

decrease in density of the protein bands in all three 

strains. This decrease in protein synthesis occurs at 

about the same time the culture changes from logarithmic 

to stationary phase growth (data not shown). When cells 

are starved (such as when entering stationary phase) 

they invoke the stringent response. This causes a 

decrease in the synthesis of rRNA and tRNA as well as 

some mRNA and other macromolecules (Cashel and Rudd 

- ------_. __ . -------------
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Figure 28. Autoradiograph of pulse 3SS-labelled pro
teins from E. coli JM10l, JM10l(pUC19) and JM10l(pPH20S) 
after IPTG induction. Lanes A-D are protein from 
E. coli JM101 after 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours IPTG induction, 
respectively. Lanes E-H show the same for E. coli 
JM101(pUC19) and lanes I-L show this for E. coli 
JM101(pPH205). The position of the 144 kD band is 
indicated by the arrowhead on the right side. The 
positions of the marker band are indicated between lanes 
H and I and on the left side with the molecular weights 
in kD shown. 
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1987). mRNA synthesis from other genes is increased 

including lacZ mRNA. Since the RAD50 gene has been 

fused to the lacZ gene and uses the lac operon promoter 

it is also up-regulated at the same time. It is proba

ble that the protein is being synthesized earlier. 

Because of its size and the fact that the RAD50 sequence 

contains several codons that are only rarely utilized in 

E. coli, the fusion protein is probably translated too 

slowly to produce sufficient protein to be detected on 

the gel at 1 and 2 hours of IPTG induction. 

Another possible explanation for the appearance of 

the band is that it is a breakdown product of a larger 

protein caused by the RAD50 protein and that the disap

pearance of this protein is masked by the expression 

shift caused by the stringency pathway. To test this 

possibility, I continuously-labelled all three strains 

with 35S . The autoradiograph of this is shown in Figure 

29. This shows that the appearance of the RAD50 band is 

not coincident with the breakdown of any other band but 

rather represents a newly synthesized protein. 

Luria-Latarjet survival of phage T4 strains on 

RAD50 containing E. coli 

The ability of the RAD50 gene to complement mutants 

defective in the uvsx and uvsY genes of phage T4 was 

- -.. _-_ .. _-_._---------- _.- .. _. 
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Figure 29. Autoradioqraph of continuously 35s-1abelled 
proteins from E. coli JM10l, JM10l(pUC19) and 
JM10l(pPH20S) after IPTG induction. Tran-35s-label was 
added to each of the cell cultures with the IPTG (0 hour 
induction). Lanes A-D are protein from E. coli JMI0l 
after 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours IPTG induction, respectively. 
Lanes E-H show the same for E. coli JMI0l(pUCI9) and 
lanes I-L show this for E. coli JMI0l(pPH205). The 
position of the 144 kD band is indicated by the arrow
head on the right side. The positions of the marker 
band are indicated between lanes H and I and on the left 
side with the molecular weights in kD shown. 
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tested using LL resistance as the measure of uvsX and 

uvsY activity. Together the two proteins specified by 

the uvsX and uvsY genes form the recA protein-equivalent 

of phage T4. Complementation of a uvsW- mutant was 

tested also as the uvsW protein may also have some 

recA-like activities (see Introduction). [The role of 

these three genes in LL resistance was described earlier 

in this dissertation.] 

Figure 30 shows the results when comparing uvsX 

with T4D on E. coli JM101(pUC19) and JM101(pPH205). It 

shows that at 13 minutes into infection, when LL resist

ance due to recombinational repair is greatest, there is 

no increase in uvsX mutant survival on the RAD50 con

taining strain relative to the pUC19 containing strain. 

In fact if there is any difference it is in favor of the 

pUC19 transformed strain. This is also seen in the 

phage T4D curves at 13 minutes after infection. Compar

ing the free phage curves shows that the RAD50 protein 

does not increase the UV resistance of either phage T4D 

or the uvsX- mutant. 

Figure 31 shows the comparison of mutant uvsY- with 

T4D on E. coli JM101(pUC19) and JM101(pPH205). The 

uvsY- mutant used is an amber mutant and E. coli JM101 

contains the supE amber suppressor. Because of this 

there is very little difference between the phage T4D 

---------- --- - ---
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and uvsY- survival curves. Because the inactivation 

curve of the uvsY- on E. coli JMIOl(pUC19) shows slight

ly greater resistance than the curve of uvsY on E. coli 

JMIOl(pPH205) it is unlikely that there is any comple

mentation between the uvsY- mutant and the RAD50 gene. 

The amber suppressor makes it impossible to make any 

observations on the UV sensitivity of the free phage. 

Figure 32 presents the comparison of phage mutant 

uvsW- with T4D on E. coli JMIOl(pUC19) with 

JMIOl(pPH205). These results are similar to those seen 

with the uvsX- phage and indicate that the RAD50 protein 

does not substitute for the uvsW protein in development 

of LL resistance or in resistance to UV inactivation of 

the free phage. 

UV sensitivity of RAD50-transformed strains 

Both E. coli JMIOI (recA+) and JMI09 (rec-) were 

tested for UV sensitivity when containing no plasmid, 

pUC19 and pPH205. Figure 33 shows UV survival curves 

for E. coli JMIOl, JMIOl(pUC19) and JMIOl(pPH205). The 

cells were induced with IPTG before UV irradiation. 

There is essentially no difference between the three 

strains indicating that the RAD50 protein does not 

enhance UV resistance. 

Figure 34 shows the UV survival curves for E. coli 

---------------------- --- ---
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Figure 32. LL type UV irradiation survival curves of 
phage T4D and a uvsW- mutant infecting E. coli 
JM10l(pUC19) (plasmid but no RAD50 insert) and 
JM10l(pPH20S) (plasmid with RAD50 insert). 
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JMI09, JMI09(pUCI9) and JM109(pPH205) after IPTG induc

tion. As with the E. coli JM101 strains there is prac

tically no difference between the survival curves of the 

three strains indicating that the RAD50 protein is not 

able to complement the recA- mutation specifically in 

the repair of UV-induced damage. 

H20 2 sensitivity of RAD50-transformed recA- strains 

Because rad50 strains of S. cerevisiae are more 

sensitive to ionizing radiation than to UV, I decided to 

test the sensitivity of the E. coli JM109 (recA-) 

strains to H202 which is, as described earlier, a radi

omimetic agent. Figure 35 shows the survival curves for 

IPTG-induced E. coli JMI09, JMI09(pUCI9) and 

JMI09(pPH205) after exposure to 5 mM H202 and Figure 36 

shows the same after 10 roM H202 treatment. In both 

cases the resistance of the RAD50 transformed strain is 

intermediate between that of the pUC19 (highest) and 

untransformed (lowest) strains. This indicates that the 

RAD50 protein is unable to complement the missing recA 

protein's activity in repair of H20 2-induced damage. 

Recombination in RAD50-transformed recA- E. coli 

In addition to testing for RAD50 complementation of 

recA for DNA repair activity, it was also tested for 

... _ .. _ ... _---------------
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Figure 35. Survival curves for E. coli JM109, 
JM109(pUC19) and JM109(pPH20S) treated with 5 roM H20 2 • 
E. coli JMI09 is recA-. Circles are E. coli JM109 (no 
plasmid). Triangles are E. coli JMI09(pUC19) (plasmid 
present but no RAD50 insert). Squares are E. coli 
JMI09(pPH205) (plasmid with RAD50 insert present). 
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E. coli JMI09 is recA-. Circles are E. coli JMI09 (no 
plasmid). Triangles are E. coli JMI09(pUC19) (plasmid 
present but no RAD50 insert). Squares are E. coli 
JMl09(pPH205) (plasmid with RAD50 insert present). The 
results of a single experiment are shown. 
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complementation of the recA protein's role in general 

recombination. This was done using the in vivo recombi

nation assay described in Materials and Methods. This 

assay uses the E. coli strain JC14604 which contains two 

copies of the lacZ gene. Each copy has a different, 

non-overlapping deletion so that the strain is lacZ-. 

Recombination between the two lacZ genes could restore 

the lacZ but the strain is also recA- and, therefore, 

defective in recombination. When E. coli JC14604 is 

transformed with a plasmid \vhich encodes a protein \vith 

recA-like activity, recombination is restored and lac+ 

cells can arise. 

E. coli JC14604 (no plasmid), JC14604(precA35) 

(transformed with a plasmid carrying the E. coli recA 

gene) and JC14604(pPH205) (transformed with plasmid 

containing the RAD50 gene) were IPTG induced and 

streaked onto MacConkey agar plates and incubated for 

several days. After the first day, one or two red 

papillae (indicating the presence of lac+ cells) were 

visible on the E. coli JC14604(precA35) plates but not 

on any of the E. coli JC14604 or JC14604(pPH205) plates. 

On the second day, most of the recA+ transformed colo

nies had red papillae but none of the other strains did. 

By the third day enough diffusion of ~-galactosidase 

had occurred to turn all of the recA transformed colo-

._- ._---------------
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nies completely red. At the same time no red papill~e 

were seen on either of the other strains. There was no 

change in the plates in the following two days at which 

point incubation was stopped because the plates were 

drying out. 

Although there was no increase in levels of sponta

neous recombination in the RAD50 transformed strain, it 

was possible that this could be because the RAD50 pro

tein was not recombination competent by itself. In this 

case it might be possible to see complementation if the 

other components of the E. coli recombination mechanism 

were expressed at high levels. To in~uce this expres

sion I treated the three E. coli JC14604 strains with 

5 roM H2 02 for 40 minutes and streaked out samples of 

damaged cells onto MacConkey agar plates at 10 minute 

intervals during the H20 2 treatment. I also streaked 

out untreated samples. The plates were then incubated 

as before. There was a decrease in the number of colo

nies formed on the higher H202 dose plates \vith no 

colonies seen on any of the 40 minute plates. This 

indicates that the H20 2 did cause damage as expected. 

Unfortunately, only the precA35 transformed cells pro

duced any red colonies as before. 
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Discussion 

The Genetics of the Luria-Latarjet Effect 

Summary of genes involved in LL resistance 

The results shown in Figures 8-12 confirm the 

finding of Pratt, Stent and Harriman (1961) and others 

that LL resistance develops in two stages. The first 

stage is reached within 1 minute after infection while 

the second is reached by 10 minutes after infection. At 

7 minutes after infection about 10% of the population of 

phage T4D complexes on E. coli S/6/5 have changed from 

the first stage to the second stage (Figure 8). The 

event most likely to account for this change is the 

completion of the first round of replication. Because 

of this I consider that the development of LL resistance 

has two stages - a pre-replicative stage and a post

replicative stage. 

Table 5 summarizes the results of the measurements 

of LL resistance (Figures 14-25) indicating the involve

ment of each gene in the two stages of LL resistance 

development. The table shows that the products of the 

denV, 41 and 47 genes are strongly required for pre

replicative development of LL resistance and that the 
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Repair * Pre- Post-
Gene Pathway Replication Replication 

denY Excision + + + 

uvsW PRRR, MR + + + 

uvsX PRRR, MR + + + 

uvsY PRRR, MR + + + 

32 Excision, +/- + 
PRRR, MR 

39 MR - + 

41 PRRR, MR + + +/-

46 PRRR, MR - + + 

47 PRRR, MR + + + + 

49 ? - +/-

37 None - -

Table 5. Involvement of phage T4 gene products in the 
pre-replicative and post-replicative stages of Luria
Latarjet resistance to UV irradiation. + + signifies 
that a gene is required or the indicated stage of LL 
resistance. + indicates that a gene is partially in
volved. +/- indicates a gene that is slightly involved. 

indicates that a gene is not involved. * this column 
lists which of the three repair pathways mutants defec
tive in the indicated gene are deficient in. 
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uvsW, uvsx, uvsY and 32 gene products are also involved. 

The gene 39, 46 and 49 proteins appear to have no role 

in the early development of LL resistance. For the 

post-replication stage of LL resistance the products of 

genes uvsW, uvsX, uvsY, 46 and 47 are strongly required, 

the denV, 32 and 39 proteins are partially involved and 

the gene 41 and 49 products have a slight involvement. 

As discussed in the Introduction, phage T4 has five 

repair pathways which are able to repair DNA damage -

photoreactivation, error prone repair, excision repair, 

post-replicational-recombinational-repair (PRRR) and 

multiplicity reactivation (MR). Photoreactivation, 

which is host- rather than phage-encoded, was prevented 

from acting by keeping the infected complexes in dim 

light. Thus photoreactivation is not relevant to this 

study. Error prone repair, as discussed in the Intro

duction, is likely a mutation-inducing damage bypass 

mechanism rather than a true repair mechanism. Damage 

bypassed by error prone repair must be repaired by other 

mechanisms. strains deficient in error prone repair do 

not have an increased sensitivity to UV (Bernstein and 

Wallace 1983) indicating that it repairs little if any 

damage. Thus it is unlikely that error prone repair 

would significantly contribute to LL resistance. 

The three other repair pathways ~ excision repair, 

- ----------------------
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PRRR and MR - represent the total repair capacity avail

able to phage T4 under the conditions in which the LL 

effect develops. The results summarized in Table 5 

implicate all three in LL resistance. Both PRRR and MR 

are recombinational repair pathways. with the possible 

exception of gene 39, they both require the same genes. 

Historically, the two pathways have been differentiated 

operationally. PRRR is that recombinational repair 

which can act on damage to the DNA of free phage when 

the free phage singly-infects E. coli (i.e. there is no 

more than one phage per cell). MR is that recombina

tional repair which can act on damage to the free phage 

DNA when the phage multiply-infect E. coli (i.e. there 

are two or more phage per cell). Since the LL effect 

occurs after undamaged phage infect E. coli the recombi

national repair involved cannot be, strictly speaking, 

either PRRR or MR. In determining the LL resistance of 

the different phage strains, I UV irradiated infected 

complexes at 1 or 13 minutes after infection. At 

1 minute after infection the infected cells contain a 

single genome from the infecting phage so that damage 

which occurs at this time and is repaired by recomb ina

tional repair is probably being repaired in the same way 

as damage to DNA of a free phage which singly-infects a 

cell. This repair is best described as PRRR-like. At 
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13 minutes after infection the infected cell contains 

multiple copies of the infecting phage. Damage to one 

of these genomes can be repaired by recombinational 

repair using one of the other genomes (which are likely 

damaged at other sites) present in the cell without any 

further replication of the damaged genome. This is 

analogous to what occurs during multiplicity reactiva

tion when damage to one genome is repaired by recombina

tion with a second genome present in the same cell 

without any requirement for replication of either ge

nome. Thus the recombinational repair of the 13 minute 

complexes should be called MR-like although it is not MR 

since the cells are singly-infected. I believe that the 

gene products and their associated activities are the 

same in PRRR and the PRRR-like recombinational repair of 

LL resistance and in MR and the MR-like recombinational 

repair of LL resistance (see Table 5). For simplicity, 

and because I feel they are mechanistically the same, I 

will be referring to these two recombinational repair 

mechanisms as PRRR and MR. 

Excision repair and PRRR can operate on DNA damage 

formed throughout the infection while MR can only act on 

damage which occurs after there is more than one copy of 

the genome present, i.e. after the first round of repli

cation is completed. This suggests that most of the 

------------.. --
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increase in LL resistance in the post-replicative stage 

is due to MR. The remainder is likely due to the fact 

that there are multiple genomes present in the 

phage/cell complex. This alone causes some increase in 

resistance to UV irradiation since all of these genomes 

must be inactivated to inactivate the complex. 

Inactivation rates of phage during infection 

The rate of inactivation (killing) of phage by UV 

irradiation can be described by the slope of a best-fit 

line approximation of the survival curve. These slopes 

were calculated using the Graph program for the free 

phage, 1 minute and 13 minute complexes for the UV sur

vival curves shown in Figures 14-25. Table 6 lists the 

slopes of the survival curves for 1 minute and 13 minute 

complexes. As the free phage are not subject to the LL 

effect they are not shown. The table shows the actual 

slopes as well as the normalized slopes relative to the 

slope of phage T4D for each type of complex and host. 

95% confidence limits were calculated for each of the 

phage T4D slopes using the method outlined in Miller and 

Freund (1985, pp. 295-298). The slopes of mutant phage 

which fall within these limits are not significantly 

different from the wild-type phage indicating that there 

is no reduction in UV survival in that strain at the 

__________ - o. _0'0 _0 _____________ . ___ • __ _ 
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Normalized Normalized 
strain Slope slope Strain Slope slope 

1 minute E. coli 1 minute E. coli 
S/6/5 complexes CR63 complexes 

T4D -0.0288 1 T4D -0.0383 1 

39 -0.0221 0.767 32 -0.0387 1. 010* 

denV -0.0805 2.795 37 -0.0407 1. 063 * 

uvsW -0.0583 2.024 41 -0.0544 1. 420 

uvsX -0.0363 1. 260 46 -0.0366 0.956* 

uvsY -0.0512 1. 778 47 -0.0588 1. 535 

49 -0.0372 0.971* 

13 minute E. coli 13 minute E. coli 
S/6/5 complexes CR63 complexes 

T4D -0.00292 1 T4D -0.00212 1 

39 -0.00652 2.233 32 -0.00567 2.675 

denV -0.00590 2.021 37 -0.00226 1. 066* 

uvsW -0.0134 4.589 41 -0.00261** 1. 231 

uvsX -0.0166 5.685 46 -0.00418 1. 972 

uvsY -0.0210 7.192 47 -0.0137 6.462 

49 -0.00262 1. 236 

Table 6. Rate of UV inactivation of phage T4 strains. 
Slopes of UV survival curves were calculated by linear 
regression. Normalized slopes are the slope of the 
mutant divided by the slope of the corresponding wild
type complexes. * Slope falls within the 95% confidence 
limits of the corresponding wild-type slope and is not 
~~nsidered significantly different from the wild-type. 

slope was calculated for the resistant portion of the 
curve only. 

-------------- -- - -.--.----- ---
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indicated time after infection. 

The inactivation rates shown in Table 6 for the 

most part confirm the results obtained by visual inspec

tion of Figures 14-25. They also clarify three of the 

four ambiguous results. The analysis shows that the 

gene 32- mutant 1 minute complexes do not have signifi

cantly reduced. LL resistance but that the gene 41 and 

49- mutant 13 minute complexes do have significantly 

reduced LL resistance. This indicates that the gene 32 

protein is not involved in 1 minute LL resistance, while 

the gene 41 and 49 proteins have some role in the 

13 minute LL resistance. The gene 39 mutant 1 minute 

complexes are still ambiguous due to the biphasic form 

of the curve. The slope demonstrates that there is no 

decrease in resistance, and in fact that there is a 

slower rate of inactivation than that of phage T4D (i.e. 

a greater resistance). It is not clear if this increase 

in resistance is meaningful or an artifact. 

Development of LL resistance 

The rate of inactivation discussed in the previous 

section is a manifestation of the DNA repair pathways 

available to repair damages introduced at 1 minute and 

at 13 minutes after infection. To understand how this 

repair is related to the phage T4 life cycle it is 
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necessary to examine the LL resistance development 

curves (Figure 8 and 9) as well as the phage T4 life 

cycle (Figure 4). Figures 8 and 9 clearly show that LL 

resistance develops in two stages and that the complexes 

undergo the transition from the first to the second 

stage between 4 and 10 minutes after infection. The 

infected complexes appear to enter the first stage 

immediately, within the first minute of infection. 

comparing these times to the phage life cycle suggests 

which events may cause the transitions from free phage 

to the first stage and then from the first to the second 

stage of LL resistance. During the first minute of 

infection two events occur - ejection of the phage DNA 

and initiation of immediate early gene expression. 

I consider that ejection cannot explain the transi

tion from free phage resistance to 1 minute resistance 

(first transition). There are two reasons for this. 

The simplest explanation for how ejection could protect 

the phage DNA is through shielding against UV by the 

cell membrane. A small amount of UV shielding effect 

has been demonstrated (Benzer 1952), but this cannot 

account for all of the resistance seen at 1 minute. In 

addition LL resistance relative to free phage is seen at 

1 minute after infection with other damaging agents 

including disintegration of 32p incorporated into the 

----------~-- -----
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phage DNA (Pratt, Stent and Harriman 1961). Since, in 

this case, the damaging agent is within the cell, there 

is no way shielding from the membrane could playa role. 

This leaves gene expression as the other possible cause. 

The data already discussed shows that a number of gene 

products are necessary to provide LL resistance at this 

time in infection. These include the phage-encoded 

proteins required for excision repair and DNA replica

tion (which must occur before PRRR can repair damage not 

repaired by excision repair). None of these proteins 

are present in the virion so that they must be produced 

de novo at the beginning of the infection. 

The second transition, which takes place between 4 

and 10 minutes after infection, is much more dramatic 

than the first. In the typical phage T4 infection there 

are two major events occurring from 4 to 10 minutes 

after infection begins - DNA synthesis begins at about 5 

minutes after infection and the shift from early to late 

gene expression occurs from about 5 to 12 minutes after 

infection. The functions of the genes required plainly 

indicate a role for a form of recombinational repair, 

which is likely to be MR. The fact that the topoisomer

ase is needed for late LL resistance suggests that this 

is not due to PRRR which does not require this protein. 

However, this does not mean that PRRR cannot act on 

-------------- ---
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damage that occurs at this time but rather that PRRR is 

not responsible for the transition to the second stage 

of LL resistance. This involvement of recombinational 

repair indicates that DNA replication is needed for the 

transition to provide the multiple copies of the genome 

for MR. Furthermore, consider the results with the gene 

41 mutant shown in Figure 21. In this mutant there is 

probably a delay in the completion of the initial rounds 

of replication. The biphasic response at 13 minutes 

probably represents two populations of infected bacte

ria, one in which two copies of the genome are available 

for recombinational repair, and one in which there is 

not this genomic redundancy. This biphasic response 

supports the hypothesis that the completion of the 

initial round of DNA replication is the central event in 

the transition. 

The other major event occurring in the phage/cell 

complex during 4 to 10 minutes after infection is the 

beginning of late gene expression. The late genes are 

almost exclusively structural genes which make up the 

virion particle. As they do not include any genes 

involved in DNA metabolism, I do not believe that the 

change in gene expression has a role in LL resistance. 

In summary, the transition from free phage resist

ance to 1 minute complex LL resistance requires expres-
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sion of early genes. The transition from 1 minute LL 

resistance to 13 minute LL resistance depends on comple

tion of the first round of genome replication. These 

interpretations are based on the change in the rate of 

inactivation for each phage strain as it progresses 

through the infectious cycle. Table 7 gives the slopes 

of the UV survival curves of the free phage and 

13 minute complexes shown in Figures 14-25, as well as 

the ratios of free phage to 13 minute complexes. These 

ratios represent the increase in resistance that occurs 

as the infected complexes go through the transitions 

from free phage to 1 minute complexes to 13 minute 

complexes. This is different from the comparisons shown 

in Table 6 which compares the absolute levels of UV 

resistance relative to wild-type phage. Here it is the 

development of LL resistance which is being compared. 

The ratios of rates of inactivation for 1 minute com

plexes relative to free phage are not shown. These 

ratios all fell in a small range from 1.1 to 2.7 and 

were very sensitive to small changes in the estimate of 

the rate of inactivation. Because of this I do not feel 

it is possible to make any meaningful interpretation of 

these ratios. 

The ratios of rates of inactivation for 13 minute 

complexes compared to free phage are more informative. 
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FP 13' % Res~s~an~~ 
strain Slope * Slope FP/13 ' remal.nl.ng 

S/6/5 complexes: 

T4D -0.0643 -0.00292 22.0 100 

39 -0.0543 -0.00652 8.3 37.7 

denV -0.145 -0.0059 24.6 111. 8 

uvsW -0.113 -0.0134 8.4 38.2 

uvsX -0.0975 -0.0166 5.9 26.8 

uvsY -0.106 -0.021 5.1 23.2 

eR63 complexes: 

T4D -0.0608 -0.00212 28.7 100 

32 -0.076 -0.00567 13.4 46.7 

41 -0.0584 -0.00261*** 22.4 78 

46 -0.0573 -0.00418 13.7 47.7 

47 -0.0655 -0.0137 4.8 16.7 

49 -0.0558 -0.00292 21.3 74.2 

37 -0.0585 -0.00226 25.9 90.2 

Table 7* Change in rate of inactivation during infec-
~ion. FP slope is the slope of the free phage. 

% resistance remaining is the percentage of the 
resistance developed (FP/13') relative to the wild-type 
phage Ti~ resistance developed on the corresponding 
host. * slope of the resistant portion of gene 41-
mutant 13 minute complexes . 

. ~- .~. ---- ---------
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Both the phage T4D ratio on E. coli 8/6/5 and the ratio 

on E. coli CR63 show a greater than 20 fold increase in 

uv resistance in the 13 minute comple'xes over that of 

the free phage. Table 7 also shows that for the com

plexes on E. coli 8/6/5 there is no decrease in LL 

resistance development for the denV- mutant but that 

development of LL resistance for the 39-, uvsW-, uvsX 

and uvsY- mutants is reduced to 23-38% of that of the 

wild-type phage. This fits well with the hypothesis 

that the second transition in LL resistance development 

depends on DNA replication and subsequent MR. Of these 

five mutants, the four which reduce late LL development 

are involved in both replication and in MR. 

For the E. coli CR63 complexes shown in Table 7 the 

mutants can be arranged into three groups: mutants 37 , 

41- and 49 which have little or no reduction in the 

development of late LL resistance, mutants 32- and 46-

whose development of late LL resistance is about 47-48% 

of that of phage T4D and mutant 47- which only develops 

17% as much late LL resistance as phage T4D. It is 

expected that the 37- mutant would have no reduction in 

late LL development because it is not defective in DNA 

metabolism. As I have already discussed (see Results 

for Figure 21), the 41- mutant may be easily suppressed 

since its gene product is probably required in very low 

-- -----------------
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numbers. The slight decrease in the amount of LL re

sistance developing in the 13 minute complexes of the 

gene 49 mutant i.e. the ratio of the free phage inacti

vation rate to the 13 minute complex inactivation rate, 

is more puzzling. I have hypothesized that the second 

transition in LL resistance development is due to 

replication of the phage genome and subsequent MR, but 

endonuclease VII has not been shown to be necessary for 

DNA synthesis or MR. However, since a gene 49- mutant 

is deficient in recombination (Miyazaki, Ryo and Minaga

wa 1983), it may also be deficient in secondary initia

tion. This reduction could cause the observed reducCion 

in LL resistance development. The reduced level of late 

LL resistance seen with the 32-, 46- and 47- mutants 

(47%, 48% and 17% respectively) confirm the role of DNA 

replication and MR in the second transition of LL re

sistance development. All three of these genes are 

necessary for secondary initiation of replication and 

MR. 



RAD50 complementation 

Reasons for lack of complementation by 

the cloned yeast RAD50 gene 
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The cloned yeast RAD50 gene failed to complement an 

E. coli recA mutant in three different assays. In two 

different assays it also did not complement mutants 

defective in the phage T4 genes whose products make up 

the phage's recA protein analog. The simplest interpre

tation of this is that the RAD50 gene product is not the 

recA protein analog of S. cerevisiae but rather has some 

other role in yeast recombination. I also attempted to 

test for RAD50 complementation of a phage T4 topoisomer

ase mutant (data not shown). Because the phage mutation 

was an amber mutation and E. coli JMIOI (the host con

taining the cloned RAD50 gene) contains an amber-sup

pressor mutation, it was impossible to differentiate the 

mutant phage from the wild-type whether the RAD50 pro

tein was present or not. 

There are a number of reasons that the RAD50 gene 

would not be active in the assays used even if it were 

the recA analog in S. cerevisiae. It could be that the 

protein must undergo post-translational processing to 

become active and that the mechanism for this processing 

is not present in E. coli. Another possibility is that 



the RAD50 protein requires a co-factor or accessory 

proteins for activity which are not present in the 

assays used here. 

Biology of the Luria-Latarjet Effect 

A model of the LL effect in phage T4 

172 

I have obtained evidence supporting the following 

conclusions about the Luria-Latarjet effect: 

1. LL resistance develops in two stages, an early 

stage occurring in the first minute after infection and 

a late stage which is reached about 7-10 minutes after 

infection. 

2. DNA repair is the cause of both stages of LL 

resistance. 

3. The first stage depends on both excision repair 

and PRRR which repair damage formed at the first minute 

of infection. 

4. The transition to the second stage of LL re

sistance depends on DNA replication and perhaps the 

completion of an initial round of genome replication. 

5. During the late, post-replicative stage MR 

between completed genome copies makes a sUbstantial 

contribution to LL resistance. 

In conclusion, I infer that these three repair 

- - --- -------------------
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pathways - excision repair, PRRR and l>lR - account for 

the total repair capacity available to the phage/cell 

complex under the experimental conditions described here 

(barring the discovery of a completely new repair path

way - an unlikely occurrence in an organism as well 

understood as phage T4). 

Figure 37 presents a model summarizing these re

sults and showing the events likely to be involved at 

each stage and transition. It shows that after ejection 

the phage DNA begins expressing early genes including 

those for excision repair, recombinational repair and 

DNA synthesis. For the next five minutes DNA damage can 

be immediately repaired by excision repair. At about 

five minutes after infection DNA synthesis begins at the 

primary (and tertiary) origins of replication. When a 

replication fork encounters damage unrepaired by exci

sion repair a gap is left in the opposite strand which 

can later be filled by PRRR. As replication continues 

the majority of the genome is duplicated and completed 

genome copies may then undergo MR. At the same time 

initiation at secondary (recombinational) origins begin 

to occur. It is probable that both MR and secondary 

initiation happen at this time since they are both 

recombinational processes. Recombination may be initi

ated by nucleases (such as endonuclease V) which excise 
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Time Rsp.1ir UV reSlst.1ncp 

~ 0' None Low 

J, Blnci1ng 
Injection 
Gilne expression 

l' Excision repair Increased 
PRRR 

J, DNAsynthesls 

Excis Ion repai r 
7' PRRR Incre~sod furthor 

MR 

~ DNAsynthGsis 

~ 
Excision repair 

13' PRRR Increased groatly 
MR 

Excision repair Decreased from 13' 

22' PRRR Incro~od from 0' 
MR 

(For unpack aged DNA only) 

Figure 37. Model of the Luria-Latarjet effect in phage 
T4. The left portion of this figure diagrams the condi
tion of the phage DNA at the various stages of LL re
sistance. Also indicated are the process(es) necessary 
for the phage to progress from stage to stage. The time 
column refers to the time after infection each stage is 
reached in development experiments such as those shown 
in Figure 8. The repair column indicates which repair 
pathways are able to repair damage occurring at that 
time. Finally, the column on the right describes the 
amount of resistance to UV irradiation which character
izes that stage. 
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damage creating single- or double-strand breaks. DNA 

synthesis continues and by 13 minutes after infection 

there are several hundred genome equivalents in a conca

temer of interconnected, recombining DNA. Because of 

the large number of genomes as well as the large capaci

ty for MR, the phage-cell complexes at this time are 

very resistant to DNA damage. In addition to MR, exci

sion repair and PRRR remain active. A few minutes later 

phage DNA packaging begins. Headful lengths of DNA are 

removed from the concatemer and packed into the phage 

head which is then attached to the tail and tail fibers, 

completing the construction of the virion particle. At 

this point the packaged DNA is unable to undergo any 

type of repair. Essentially it has the same resistance 

as the free phage. Soon after, lysis occurs releasing 

the newly formed progeny and the infectious cycle is set 

to begin again. 

The relationship between late LL resistance and MR 

Until now I have been equating multiplicity reacti

vation with the recombinational repair seen in the 

second stage of development of LL resistance. By the 

formal definition of MR this is not true. As was dis

cussed near the beginning of this chapter, MR is defined 

as the increase in resistance to DNA damage which occurs 

- --- -.----------------
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when two or more damaged phage infect the same cell. In 

LL resistance only a single phage infects the cell. 

However, mechanistically both processes are the same 

since they both use recombination between a damaged and 

undamaged site on different genomes to repair the dam

age. I believe that the results presented here show 

that MR and the recombinational repair seen in the 

second stage of LL resistance are two manifestations of 

the same repair pathway, with the appropriate label 

depending on whether the cell was multiply or singly 

infected. Hereafter I will use the term "LL recombina

tional repair" to designate this repair pathway. 

From this the question arises as to the evolution

ary origin of this mechanism. Is it an adaptation to 

deal with damage that occurs to phage before infection 

and requiring multiple infection to repair? Or is it an 

adaptation to repair damage that occurs after infection 

as in the Luria-Latarjet type of experiment? Or is it 

both? I consider that the second is likely the case and 

that MR is actually an artifact of LL recombinational 

repair. There are a number of reasons for this. 

Recently, Abedon (PhD dissertation, University of 

Arizona, 1990) has presented results concerning the 

ecology of phage T4. He argues that phage T4 has 

evolved mechanisms to exist and replicate in three types 

-- ------------------------ ---
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of environments. The first two of these occur in the 

mammalian colon. In the first there are high concentra

tions of cells and few phage. This environment is one 

in which few multiple infections occur because of the 

large cell to phage ratio. The second occurs later when 

some infectious cycles have been completed. Now most 

cells are infected and there is a high concentration of 

free phage. However, potential multiple infections are 

blocked by phage genes imm and sp which interfere with 

secondary infection (Cornett 1974). Thus even when 

conditions favor multiple infection, such infections are 

reduced by the phage itself. The third environment 

exists when the phage are outside of the colon and 

rarely encounter an E. coli cell. In this environment 

infection is very infrequent. Thus, multiple infection 

is probably a rare event outside the laboratory. In 

contrast to this LL recombinational repair can occur 

during every infection. Therefore I propose that LL 

recombinational repair is the major role of recombina

tional repair in phage T4 rather than MR. 

The role of LL recombinational repair during infection 

Given its short latent period why does phage T4 

have a repair mechanism that acts specifically on damage 

occurring during or subsequent to, DNA replication? The 
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phage T4 life cycle likely involves long periods in the 

extra-colonic environment before the free phage are 

taken up by an organism, enter the colon and encounter 

E. coli (S.T. Abedon, PhD dissertation, University of 

Arizona, 1990). The free phage probably accumulate DNA 

damage during this extra-colonic period which must be 

repaired upon infection. Contrast this with the short 

time spent during infection. Yet the phage devotes 

significant resources to LL recombinational repair and, 

as seen in Figure 14, has a large repair capacity during 

the later part of the latent period. This implies that 

DNA damage occurs at this time. 

It is selectively advantageous for newly packaged 

progeny to be free of damage so that a large capacity 

for repair prior to the time of packaging has obvious 

advantages. This assumes that the progeny phage are 

exposed to DNA damaging agents before packaging. There 

are a large number of DNA damaging agents and mutagens 

found in the colon. These include bile acids and feca

pentaenes (Cheah 1990) as well as ionizing radiation 

(Gentner and Paterson 1984) and possibly small amounts 

of oxygen (Savage 1977) which may be converted into 

reactive radicals (see the discussion of H20 2 in the 

Introduction). Phage T4 has apparently evolved repair 

processes to deal with the DNA damage resulting from 
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these agents. Also, phage T4 DNA may be more vulnerable 

to DNA damaging agents when in a metabolically active 

state than when packaged in the phage head. Thus the 

timing of LL recombinational repair corresponds well 

with the requirement to produce progeny phage free of 

damage. 

Another interpretation of the timing of the devel

opment of LL resistance and its relation to phage T4 

replication is that LL recombinational repair does not 

exist as a distinct mechanism. Recall that the genes 

required for secondary initiation are the same as those 

for LL recombinational repair. It may be that rather 

than competing for the use of those gene products, the 

two processes occur simultaneously. According to the 

DSBR model of recombination (Figure 2), recombinational 

repair begins after damage is removed from the DNA 

leaving a double-strand break. One of the ends of such 

a break can invade another, homologous length of DNA. 

From this point a recombination event can occur as shown 

in Figure 2 or a replication fork can begin as described 

for secondary initiation. This interpretation would 

represent the ultimate in economy of function for phage 

T4 since both DNA replication initiation and DNA repair 

are performed by a single set of gene functions. 

-------------- ----
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Occurrence of LL resistance in other viruses 

Is the Luria-Latarjet effect representative of a 

more general phenomena or is it unique to phage T4? LL 

resistance has been demonstrated in other coliphage (T2 

and T5) (Luria and Latarjet 1947, Luria and steiner 

1954) as well as the mammalian herpes simplex virus 

(Lytle and Hester 1976) and the cyanophage AS-1 which 

infects the blue-green alga Anacystis nidulans (Amla 

1979). Its appearance in viruses whose hosts are bacte

ria, animals and plants, respectively, supports the 

argument that the LL effect is widespread. Furthermore, 

if MR is considered to be indicative of LL recombina

tional repair as I have argued, then many other examples 

can be identified. MR has been demonstrated using the 

E. coli viruses T1 (Tessman and Ozaki 1957), T2, T5 and 

T6 (Luria 1947), h (Baker and Haynes 1967) and ¢X174 

(Piette, Calberg-Bacq and Van de Vorst 1978); the 

S. typhimurium phage vi (Bernstein 1957); and the mamma

lian viruses herpes simplex (Hall and Scherer 1981), 

adenovirus and SV40 (Yamamoto and shimijo 1971), in

fluenza virus (Barry 1961), reovirus (McClain and Spend

love 1966), vaccinia virus (Abel 1962) and retrovirus 

(Coffin 1979). Most of these viruses go through a 

period during the infectious cycle when multiple copies 

of the genome are present (Fenner et ale 1974, Kornberg 
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1980). This appears to satisfy the conditions needed 

for LL recombinational repair. Thus the LL effect is 

likely a widespread phenomena. 

Conclusions 

The LL effect is an increase in resistance to DNA 

damaging agents experienced by some viruses after infec

tion of their host cells. In this dissertation I have 

presented evidence that the LL effect is due to DNA 

repair processes in phage T4. Mutant phage deficient in 

excision repair and/or recombinational repair have 

reduced LL resistance. This resistance develops in two 

stages - one within the first minute of infection and 

the second after DNA replication has completed the first 

round of genome duplication. The first stage appears to 

be due to excision repair and PRRR. The second stage 

utilizes the processes available in the first stage, but 

in addition uses a second form of recombinational repair 

which I have called LL recombinational repair. Mecha

nistically this is the same process as MR and I am 

proposing that LL recombinational repair is the major 

adaptive role of this mechanism rather than MR. 

I believe that the LL effect represents a general 

phenomena. It has been identified in viruses which 

infect bacterial, mammalian and plant cells. Further-
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more, MR, which I consider to be representative of LL 

recombinational repair, has been demonstrated in a wide 

variety of bacterial and mammalian viruses including 

both DNA and RNA viruses. I have proposed that LL 

recombinational repair has been positively selected for 

to ensure that phage T4 progeny are damage free when 

packaged. This would be advantageous to any virus. 

Taken together, these observations imply that the LL 

effect is a widespread strategy used by a variety of 

viruses to deal with genomic damage which occurs during 

replication of the viral genome. 
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